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ABSTRACT 

 

The Maker and the Made investigates the handmade object in current physical and conceptual 

space. The ‘Maker’ signifies the artist, actor or any human producer of an artefact. The ‘Made’ 

refers to the thing that is made, presented, changed or conceived of in thought or space. 

Under this umbrella, and referencing relevant theories, the made will be contextualised in the 

time of accelerated digital technologies and post truth. It is argued that the tangible is important 

to establish trust and reconnection among peoples and places. 

These relationships are explored through an analysis of selected creative outputs. 
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Introduction 

The Maker and the Made suggests not only a link between the two (producer and the produced), 

but also that their existence is linked beyond those locations. There is a fluidity suggested; the 

maker can be made and the made can also be the maker. 

This dissertation will explore the ways in which a maker is embedded in the made and vice versa. 

It is the vibrant process and relations between them that affects change and impacts materiality.  

The lens for interrogation of this concept will be contemporary artworks with an emphasis on 

those that are handmade. They are handmade in the sense that they were made by human hands, 

and arguably could not have been done by machine alone. This is elaborated in research1, which 

borrows from the field of psychology’s valuation of objects as materialised human expression and 

new materialist philosophy.  

My research focuses on objects or materials that have spent some degree of time and labour with 

their human co-maker. What follows is an investigation of connections – between/amongst 

humans via/with objects. 

The authorship of an artwork is valued as it has a massive effect on its economic and cultural 

implications. This applies to both the hands that would produce such artwork and the artist who 

would conjure the idea of an artwork. Both could supply the object with value. Value in this 

context could be measured by either monetary value, cultural value or sentimental value.  Each of 

these systems of value is implicated in the making of an artwork through whom, when and how it 

is made.  

Material and installation are discussed with reference to Thomas Hirschorn’s artworks in the first 

section, Making Trust: the tangible in contemporary installation art. The casting practice employed 

by Rachel Whiteread is touched upon as it concerns the replicability of a sentimental original 

object.  

Specifically relevant for the discussed research is the fact that a handmade object carries a 

different value to that of the mass produced2 and enables re-connection among people and their 

                                                      
1 Robert Kreuzbauer, Dan King, and Shankha Basu, "The Mind in the Object-Psychological Valuation of Materialized Human Expression," Journal of 
experimental psychology. General 144, no. 4 (2015). The Mind in the Object—Psychological Valuation of Materialized 
Human Expression 
2 Walter Benjamin, Illuminations, ed. Hannah Arendt (London: Jonathan Cape, 1970). 
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environments. Additionally, it assists in establishing trust in times of digital acceleration and post 

truth.  

This section ends with the work of Ruben Ochoa, whose installations (similarly to that of Hirschorn 

and Whiteread) use a limited material palette and work to successful political ends.  

A variety of things are touched upon in this discussion to illustrate the connections between the 

maker and the made. This variety includes sculpture, art installation, social/cultural artefacts, 

performances of embodied awareness and conceptual and participatory strategies; as well as their 

inherent intricacies and varied relationship impacts. Contextualised within contemporary art 

examples are my own works in soft sculpture, installation, print and other media. 

Context  

The space-time that we, and much of these works find them/ourselves in is characterised as the 

Anthropocene3, the digital age and time of post truth. In this context of consumerism, automation, 

globalisation, nationalism and hyper connectedness, there is also a palpable feeling of 

unsteadiness, sterility and disconnection from the physicality of the world.  

I argue that it is this time, specifically now, that the power of the handmade should be felt. I 

suggest a return to the tangible, true, authentic, embodied and know-able around us; the tangible 

and familiar materials and their processes that are easy to recognise.  

“…we require each other in unexpected collaborations and combinations,…we become-with each 

other or not at all.” Donna Haraway4. Additionally, my work asks to erode colonial, patriarchal and 

classist ideas around who is an artist and what is an artwork by interlacing it with other terms; 

Maker and Made. These concepts are frayed further and not rooted in time, place or a becoming. 

Rather, they more relate to an experience or exchange. Such language seeks to breakdown and 

evade stereotypes and conditioning. For example, as Donna Haraway writes in Simians, Cyborgs, 

and Women: The Reinvention of Nature “Grammar is politics by other means”5. Haraway’s 

philosophy champions the search for multiple perspectives, in contrast to the traditional 

subject/object divide6.   

                                                      
3 (Crutzen and Stoermer 2000) 
4 Donna Jeanne Haraway, Staying with the Trouble : Making Kin in the Chthulucene, Experimental Futures: Technological Lives, Scientific Arts, 
Anthropological Voices (Durham: Duke University Press, 2016). Page 4.  
5 Donna Jeanne Haraway, Simians, Cyborgs, and Women : The Reinvention of Nature (New York: Routledge, 1991). 
6 Haraway, Donna. “Situated Knowledges: The Science Question in Feminism and the Privilege of Partial Perspective.” Feminist Studies 14, no. 3 
(1988): 575–99. https://doi.org/10.2307/3178066. 

 

https://doi.org/10.2307/3178066
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Attention is paid to handmade objects and their power to inter-connect people, places and 

contexts in tangible embodied experiences. Honesty and integrity are suggested in materials that 

have been afforded time and human labour. As such, they deserve a sense of respect in the 

current context of mass production and throwaway culture. 

The Textile chapter contains a brief critical history of the medium and its politics. This is relevant to 

its emergence in the referenced early works that play off the concept of the ‘sampler’. Due to its 

power for conveying the message of human labour and time spent in connecting with materiality, 

several textile art precedents are explored in depth in this chapter.  

Expressing time is dedicated to pace and mark making with reference to a specific exhibition 

(in)translation. The concept for this artwork series was formed as a method to further abstract the 

‘message’ from textile works into pure linework via printmaking.  

The obscuring/revealing segments of text in hand embroidered works is also discussed in later 

chapters in the growth of the Spiderwoman Series and its time-space specificity.  

New Materialism7 and Relational Aesthetics8 are explored, referencing the ideas from the writings 

of Jane Bennet and Karen Barad among others.  This begins with the chapter Object-hood/Thing-

power9 and intersects with my time at a creative re-use centre in Perth.  

The vessel ThingShip (2016), most recently berthed in 2019, is contrasted with the Gramsci 

Monument by Thomas Hirschhorn as both seek to connect ideas or people across time and place.  

Map-making, space/time keeping also become themes in the later chapters Mapping – Space and 

time, Objects that resist objectification/classification and The Made in transit. These themes are 

specifically potent in our current time as makers are increasingly separated from their made; as 

are people from one another and much of their environment.  

The made in every incantation is a portal to the other and a sublimation of its process and history. 

Examples provided in this dissertation situate these potentials for future growth and 

understanding in environmental, social and psychological fields. Selected research explores these 

                                                      
7 Jane Bennett, Vibrant Matter: A Political Ecology of Things (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2010). 
8 Nicolas Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics, English ed. ed., Collection Documents Sur L{146}Art. (France]: Les presses du réel, 2002). 
9 This chapter’s title is a direct reference and quote to chapter 1 page 2 of Vibrant Matter (footnote 7), ‘Thing-power, or the out-side’. The chapter’s 
play on words is to foreshadow the work in the next chapter, ThingShip (2016). This work was made before my close reading of Bennet, and was 
designed literally as such; a ship for things.  
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relationships through both creative outputs and theoretical underpinning. Discussion is 

augmented with reflective writing (identified with use of this alternate font)10.   

Making Trust - The tangible in contemporary installation art 

This section explores artists who establish connections via handmade processes, materiality or 

participatory technique.  

The concept of making is symbolic, signifying an authentic connection, dialogue or provocation, 

between maker, object and audience. Choice of materiality and process are integral to the output 

of any artwork and the blending of meanings and methods are linked intrinsically though their 

form.  

I argue that a degree of tangibility* in an artwork (whether an object or installation), opens a 

position of trust for the viewer, the artist and the space. I suggest that there is an immediate 

familiarity with an object/installation based on its materiality; especially if the materials are 

known, harmless or commonplace.  

*Tangible: 1 a: capable of being perceived esp. by the sense of touch: palpable  
                    1 b: substantially real: material  

2: capable of being precisely identified or realized by the mind <her grief              
was ⁓〉  
3: capable of being appraised at an actual or approximate value 〈⁓                   
assets> 11 

Artists discussed such as Thomas Hirschhorn, Rachel Whiteread and Ruben Ochoa build a 

relationship with their audience through the aesthetic of installation. Employing scholarship in 

New Materialism12 and applying them specifically to the fine arts discipline, I explore how 

participatory, handmade installation within a space can support a process of building trust in a 

society immersed in digital and manufacturing technologies. These concepts are developed in the 

later section titled Vibrant Matter; Practical observations.  

                                                      
10 The thesis includes reflective text, with a differentiated font to allow for the personal contextualisation of themes, as is relevant in the art 

discipline the reflection of the author whilst negotiating research that is academic or creative 
11 Merriam-Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, 11th ed., Collegiate Dictionary (Springfield, Mass: Merriam-Webster, Inc., 2003). 

12 Bennett, Vibrant Matter: A Political Ecology of Things; Susan Yi Sencindiver, "New Materialism" Oxford Bibliographies: Literary and Critical 

Theory. Oxford: Oxford University Press. doi 10 (2017). 
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Trust with the handmade object (or installation) can come from its ‘real-ness’, which incorporates 

know-ability, tangible, authentic and personal effects and connections to geography and culture. 

These characteristics are not as abundant in mass produced, machine automated objects, or in 

objects that exist in digital or virtual realms.  

Cardboard – Hirschhorn 

Thomas Hirschhorn utilizes cardboard as an architect would design with concrete and steel. From 

a distance, his installations appear solid, but once they are understood as being made of 

cardboard, they can take on a playful dimension. His artworks conjure the perspective of a child 

building a fort or cubby-house using a fridge box. In term of scale, for Hirschhorn and the 

hypothetical child-maker, both are monumental tasks. 

One of the aesthetic devices to draw attention to the material itself is a dominant (many times 

sole) use of the specific material within an installation. Cardboard also represents materiality that 

is cheap, somewhat natural, playful and easily available to the non-expert. There is an immediate, 

tangible honesty to cardboard due to its abundance in everyday life. Entering a space made from a 

material like cardboard is to experience something that is known. As an abundant mundane 

substance, the presence of cardboard in a gallery space is non-threatening, allowing one to enter 

the space with an open perspective and trust.  

 

Figure 1. Thomas Hirschhorn, In-between (2014), Photographer Andy Keate/Thomas Hirschhorn exhibition 
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Thomas Hirschhorn’s In-Between (2014) is an archetypal example of the large, all-encompassing 

installations, which are based on limited types of materials that this chapter explores. An 

important element of his work is connection to the space in which it is presented, geographically 

and socially.  In his words; it is “important not to be against the space, but to use it completely”13.  

Hirschhorn elaborates on the quote painted in large lettering in the installation (shown in figure 

1), which influenced the work14: 

“The challenge of confronting the world’s reality stands between ‘creation’ and 

‘destruction’. In-Between is the affirmation of a precarious dimension, the dimension of 

the non-guaranteed.”15 

Hirschhorn describes the architectural ruin as a motive for the concept of dynamism and flux. 

There is no beginning, no end, just an in-between. His work speaks to the difficulty in between 

creation and destruction, by referencing political revolution alongside creative production16.  

The fluidity of space/time is discussed in the work of key New Materialist philosopher and 

scientist, Karen Barad:  

“Diffraction is not a set pattern, but rather an iterative (re)configuring of patterns of 

differentiating-entangling. As such, there is no moving beyond, no leaving the ‘old’ behind. 

There is no absolute boundary between here-now and there-then.  

“There is nothing that is new; there is nothing that is not new”.17 

Such themes of experiencing time/space entanglements and the complex interactions between 

the making and the made are crucial concepts to explore within the topic of the tangible element 

in installation art making.  

Hirschhorn’s use of cardboard, tape and other simple construction materials is also emblematic of 

the tangible elements that are fairly cheap, available and accessible. The artist describes the 

materials he uses as ‘non-exclusive, materials everybody knows’. Hirschhorn’s work also takes on 

non-artistic and non-intimidating qualities that signify an opening of the space to the non-expert, 

                                                      
13 South London Gallery, "Thomas Hirschhorn - Artist Interview," (Youtube, 2015). 
14 The quote by Antonio Gramsci: “Destruction is difficult. It is as difficult as creation”. 
15Hirschhorn, Thomas. 2014. '"IN-BETWEEN"', Accessed 3/11/2020. http://www.thomashirschhorn.com/in-between/. 

16 Gallery, "Thomas Hirschhorn - Artist Interview." 
17 Karen Barad, ‘Nothing Is New/ Nothing That Is Not New, ‘What’s New about New Materialisms?’ Conference, University of California, Berkeley, 
May 5, 2012. 

http://www.thomashirschhorn.com/in-between/
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non-art-critic viewer. This invitation is also present in his use of ready-mades, which he describes 

as ‘a personal aspect, a fixing point’.18  

Hirschhorn wants to work with the space by augmenting elements constructed in his studio with 

elements provided by and in response to the specific exhibition environments19. His use of ready-

mades, furniture or objects supplied by the gallery in his installations is another example of the 

will to work with a space. The artwork is not completed regardless of the space. Rather, it is 

thought of, configured and made with the space and what it resonates. His artworks literally use 

materials that have been in the space before (e.g. furniture) or other materials/objects native to 

the physical/social environment. He works to situate the installation in an existing place with its 

own cultural and material histories and contexts. 

The addition of ready-mades also allows for an aesthetic playfulness with scale. Some of 

Hirschhorn’s installations are all encompassing, i.e. containing massive or complex structures 

balanced with ready-made human scale objects, which facilitate human connection. For example, 

Cavemanman (2002) is so large that it may leave the human visitor feeling as small as an ant. 

However, with the addition of chairs or other furniture, the installation becomes a cave, built to 

suit human scale. This usage of ready-made borrowed objects is referred to by Hirschhorn as ‘a 

personal aspect, a fixing point’20. The global becomes personal and vice versa. 

 

Figure 2. Thomas Hirschhorn, Cavemanman (2002) as part of the exhibition Heart of Darkness at the Walker Art Centre in 200621 

                                                      
18 South London Gallery, Thomas Hirschhorn - Artist Interview (Youtube, 2015). 
19 ibid 
20 ibid 
21 https://walkerart.org/magazine/thomas-hirschhorn 
“one of three works featured in the exhibition Heart of Darkness, communicate this attraction to excess. A sprawling network of caves constructed 
from cardboard, plywood, duct tape, and objects and images from everyday life, Cavemanman immerses viewers in an overwhelming physical 
space that sparks questions about consumerism and modern civilization”. 

https://walkerart.org/magazine/thomas-hirschhorn
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The inclusion of personal human scale elements such as these contribute to the engagement of a 

broader section of the community with the artwork. Hirschhorn has also likened his use of media 

imagery (e.g. photographs, books, magazines) within his work alongside other raw materials to 

collage:  

“I like to start with materials. They are accessible, and they still exist, because in fact it’s 

about a collage. It’s a collage in the third dimension, not in the second dimension.”22 
The relationship of installation artworks such as Cavemanman (2002) and In-between (2014) to a 

collage via their usage of and respect for materials is appropriate for the broad discussion; the 

Maker and the Made. The metaphor of collage serves each interest (maker, made, object and 

context) respectfully and allows them to connect with an audience on an equal footing. A collage 

relationship incorporates all of these interests democratically and ensures representation of each 

part’s integrity, but still allows for the making of something new, together.  

Seeking for the artwork to engage with and reflect the local exhibition space and community is 

directly counter to the approach of depositing an artwork in a foreign space/time/cultural setting 

with no contextual connection or reflection. Arguably in such contexts, the artwork is arrogantly 

displayed because it requires the viewer to be educated or informed about meaning and context 

because no natural parallels or understanding exist.   

Casting – Whiteread 

Plaster is another material that is cheap and symbolises the blue collar class, the skilled labour of 

tradespeople and fabricators. Rachel Whiteread utilises plaster and concrete in unexpected ways, 

but does not divorce them entirely from their building industry context. Her work serves as 

another example of the contextual power of connection/relation between object and context. The 

works’ gravity also comes from the poetry of scale and repetition.  

                                                      
22 South London Gallery, Thomas Hirschhorn - Artist Interview (Youtube, 2015). 
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Figure 3. Rachel Whiteread, Ghost (1990) 

Her first work of major note is Ghost (1990) (figure 3), which captures the negative space inside a 

Victorian room in a plaster cast. The work, as suggested in its title, leaves the viewer in an eerie 

space, physically and emotionally. The viewer is both amongst a familiar object of scale (nostalgic 

architectural detail) and also on the other side in another dimension of time/space. Whiteread has 

described the moment of seeing the work finished for the first time bathed in morning light: the 

touching of the handle gave her the sudden realisation - “I am the ghost”.23  

Whiteread uses the method of casting to convey such themes of longing and emptiness, which is 

poetic, given much of her work is monumental in scale.  

 

Figure 4. Rachel Whiteread, Embankment (2005), photographed at the Tate Modern by Marcus Leith 

                                                      
23 Rachel Whiteread, Lisa Dennison, and Craig Houser, Rachel Whiteread : Transient Spaces, Transient Spaces. (New York: Guggenheim Museum, 
2001).  Charlotte Mullins, Rachel Whiteread, Modern Artists. (London: Tate, 2004). 
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The artist’s concept for Embankment (2005) (figure 4) began when she discovered a box while 

cleaning her mother’s home after her passing. The details of the sticky tape, its aging and structure 

sparked the large installation that would fill the Turbine Hall at the Tate Modern (shown empty in 

figure 5). 

Whiteread’s process of casting found containers is described:  

“She filled them with plaster, peeled away the exteriors and was left with perfect casts, 

each recording and preserving all the bumps and indentations on the inside. They are 

ghosts of interior spaces or, if you like, positive impressions of negative spaces. Yet 

Whiteread wanted to retain their quality as containers, so she had them re-fabricated in a 

translucent polyethylene which reveals a sense of an interior. And rather than make 

precious objects of them, she constructed thousands”.24 

 

Figure 5. Turbine Hall, Tate Modern (24/8/2019, photographed by Sacha Barker) 

The volume and presence of these cast objects was immense; something to which I can personally 

attest having been in the Turbine Hall at the Tate Modern (Figure 5) in 2019. Being in this space 

then, even though it was empty, I could envision and appreciate the vastness (albeit loneliness) of 

finding oneself surrounded by the Embankment installation. The feeling was almost jarring 

                                                      
24https://www.tate.org.uk/whats-on/tate-modern/exhibitionseries/unilever-series/unilever-series-rachel-whiteread-embankment-0 
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because just outside is London, a complex network of movement, distraction and excitement. 

Being with Embankment (2005) one minute and then London the next would be like experiencing 

two polar extremes of space and time. 

The implied metaphoric weight suggested within Embankment (2005) is deepened by its narrative. 

Most of us can relate to the heavy feeling when a loved one passes, like a sinking feeling deep 

inside your chest, a sensation of vastness and weight. Both are evoked in Embankment. The 

weight and vastness are constructed via the installation and its aesthetic subject; the well-used 

boxes. Emptiness is suggested via the process of casting the boxes as the copies are not the 

originals, but remind us of them. These elements contribute to its reception by an audience and 

the context within which it is displayed.  

The other element of the made to highlight with reference to these works is the method itself, 

casting. It requires an original real object, which is then replicated. The process begins with the 

constructing of a form, i.e. a structure that opens to reveal two halves/moulds that will contain 

the object during setting. Next is seating the object within the form and surrounding the object in 

a material that will set, such as concrete or silicone. When the form is opened and the original is 

removed, the casting is complete. It is a copy in negative space outlining where the object was 

during the setting process. It can now be used to make copies of the original in various materials. 

(simplified description25) 

In the casting process, the maker/made divide is agitated because the process involves the key 

performance of the original object, despite it not featuring as the made thing. The new object 

retains shadows in likeness and form to the original. It is recognisable and passes for the original 

but substantially due to the process, it is not26. It is a ghost. There is a poetic duality to this process 

because it means that we are aware of both the presence and absence of the original. 

This awareness is based on the likeness of the cast to the original (who it can become; re-present 

itself as). The becoming/appearing may be temporary (for example, in silicone and recycled plastic 

casting this process can be repeated) allowing the cast object the unique ability to re-configure 

and perform again. As art critic, Jonathon Keats, describes: The originals “are already there. They 

just happen to be made of air… Through (Whiteread’s) sculptures, we discover what we've been 

                                                      
25 The process described here is very much a basic one - there are many others. 
26 The replicability of the original has an impact on the value of the original piece. When an object thought to be handmade is easily replicated, the 

value of the original is diminished.  
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missing. The recognition of our own limited awareness can sensitize us to alternate worldviews. As 

we strip away walls, we may find common ground”.27 

In opening ourselves to alternate representations, perspectives or realities of others (object, 

subject or human), we can empathise and understand. Behind divisions we may locate a meeting 

point with which to pivot and appreciate other perspectives.  

Concrete – Ruben Ochoa 

Ruben Ochoa’s uses of familiar industrial materials such as concrete and dirt also illustrate the 

power of materiality to convey meanings. The materials reference the broader social and cultural 

landscape within which the artist and his art are placed. This includes the sprawling of American 

cities, highways and the inequalities of access to this infrastructure. Ruben Ochoa is Mexican-

American and this is a potent point to contemplate in his work because much manual building 

labour is done by Mexican-American people, who are subsequently often excluded from this 

infrastructure.  

In the article Sweat Equity, Ochoa referred to his artwork An Ideal Disjuncture (2008), which 

featured chain-link fence, galvanised posts, wooden pallets, dirt, cement and rebar. He said these 

materials were “embedded with social signifiers” that he attempts to abstract: 

“Whether it's a roll of chain-link fence coming down and capturing movement in An Ideal 

Disjuncture (2008) or tightly stacked pallets in Building on the Fringes of Tomorrow (2010), 

there's a physical toll and presence of labour. Rebar, pallets, and concrete have both 

formal and informal economic connotations. Here in southern California, the hidden and 

invisible labour in these construction fields reference my own working-class roots. I hope 

to make that visible by maintaining the sweat equity and use of scale, weight, and raw 

material.” Ruben Ochoa, 201628 

                                                      
27 Jonathon Keats, "Britain's Most Controversial Artist, Rachel Whiteread, Changes Minds with Her New Tate Retrospective,"  (2017). 
28Wagner, Sandra. 2016. 'Sweat Equity', Sculpture (Washington, D.C.), 35: 22. 
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Figure 6. Ruben Ochoa. Once Extracted, 2006–2009, CAM LA/COURTESY THE ARTIST  

 

Once Extracted (2006-9) appears dramatically within the gallery space and the physical presence 

of the humble material (dirt, concrete) threatens the viewer with its scale (figure 6). However, it is 

not solid and instead contains a support structure of plywood, rebar and chain link fence.29 

Despite his work appearing in prestigious shows such as the Whitney and Venice Biennale, Ochoa 

purposely links his use of materials to communicate socio-economic injustices: “Palettes, for 

example, are often made by Mexican and Mexican-American labour… The lower class, the 

construction class, the working class — the invisible class in a sense. They will know my 

materials.”30 

Director of the Nasher Sculpture Centre (Dallas, Texas, USA), Jeremy Strick, reflected on his 

experience of Once Extracted: “It was so thought-provoking in terms of materials and its effect on 

the viewer physically… It combined a tremendous sophistication with great power and 

confidence.”31  

Raw construction materials such as these being in the gallery space and installed in such 

precarious, domineering arrangements mean that embodied connection with them is inevitable.  

The viewer’s connection with materials could provoke different even conflicting responses. For 

example, some may feel fear through not knowing the materials well and not having worked with 

them. Others in the space may have had contrasting experiences with the materials, which allow 

them to feel comfortable. In some ways, this comfort would allow one to ‘take a breath’ and 

                                                      
29 Miranda, Carolina A. 2019. 'Ruben Ochoa’s Concrete Poetry', ARTnews. 
30 Ibid 
31 Ibid 
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appreciate the craftsmanship of the endeavour, e.g. stacking in this way, the neatness of a pile, 

how it looks frozen in time, not a speck out of place. Further, it may perhaps enable the viewer to 

notice the way the illusion of the installation is achieved. Experience and labour with the materials 

used would thereby confer an advantage to the viewer.  

These examples (different experiences/familiarity with raw construction materials) show the ways 

in which our interactions with the tangible provide a range of responses when assessing the effect 

of made objects in space.  

The viewer response of fear and hesitation prompted by unfamiliarity or the unknown is a 

worthwhile and thought-provoking reaction to expose. The maker is a Mexican American, a people 

whose rights have been infringed upon, dehumanised and ‘othered’ in discussions in politics and 

the media. Ironically, much of the construction in America; of wide long roads, sprawling homes 

and gated public spaces; is to keep up with a demand for growth in communities that are not 

accessible or may not be welcoming to the very people whose hands build them.32  

The political, social and cultural contexts within which the work lives contribute to the 

relationships and shine a light on chasms between maker, made and their publics. The knowledge 

of these connections should not be forgotten in the race for progress. 

  

                                                      
32 Sandra Wagner, "Sweat Equity," Sculpture (Washington, D.C.) 35, no. 7 (2016). 
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Textile – The Sampler 

As a medium, textile art contains great inherent power to connect maker, made and viewer. It has 

an additional power over the examples listed in previous chapters (cardboard, casting and 

concrete). This is because textiles can harness the artistic capability to convey meaning, draw on 

the viewer’s own experience and evoke engagement. This power is enhanced by our longer shared 

history and familiarity with this medium. Contemporary textile art should be understood alongside 

this history, respecting the threads already woven.   

Throughout history, this art form was not always critically recognised alongside other media such 

as painting and sculpture. It was relegated to the realm of feminine and domestic labour, not fine 

art. As such, textile art has been underappreciated and even deemed unskilled.33 However, in 

relatively recent history, since the nineteen sixties, textile art has come a long way in its path to 

equality and the redressing of gendered history and under-representation in art institutions. Not 

surprisingly, this journey has paralleled the growth of the feminist and other civil rights 

movements.  

My first major installation, Mindfield: The Sewing Seeds (2017), was informed by the work of 

artists like Tracey Emin and Louise Bourgeois (figures 7 & 8). While I appreciated their works on 

multiple levels, initially, I was drawn by their handmade aesthetics that used text as a visual 

element. I connected with them (maker and made) through their use of recognisable and relatable 

elements present in my space and resonating with me at the time (the text and the feeling of 

fabric). Additionally, I was influenced by their autobiographical and domestic subject matter and 

usage of textile media installations to create intimacy with the viewer. 

Specifically, the labour inherent in embroidery is something for which I have a great respect. Even 

if it doesn’t turn out well from a technical point of view, an embroidery still carries a weight of 

work. It has been common for me and perhaps others to see and appreciate women, often older 

women, working with needle and thread to make something from nothing, or to bring something 

back that was damaged, mending. With this history, I can understand how making with textiles 

might appear to the uninitiated: domestic, necessary, spend-thrift, crafty, motherly, maybe 

matronly. That can be the perception, but what about how it feels to make textile art? 

                                                      
33Some academic history can be found in Rozsika Parker, The Subversive Stitch: Embroidery and the Making of the Feminine (London: Women's 
Press, 1984). 
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Figure 7. (above left) Tracey Emin, To Meet My Past (2002). Mixed media installation comprised of a four poster bed, mattress and 

appliquéd linens and curtains.              

Figure 8. (above right) Louise Bourgeois, Cell I (1994). Mixed media installation including French Post bags embroidered with red 

thread. 

Art involving stitching, particularly at large scale, involves time and repetition. It suggests all kinds 

of stillness and patience. There is some timelessness about it as you can lose time getting in a 

rhythm.  

However, there is a constant connection to the fabric and a constant mark being made, ready to 

be made or being repeated. Mind and body, maker and made are drawn together cyclically.  

If one was to freeze in a moment and ask how it feels… Sometimes it is hunger or feeling like 

doing penance, an act of generosity or imagining. Or it could be a compulsion or curse. I 

would be not fully conscious of what my hands were doing if you were to ask me. And 

the asking might be an interruption, a disconnection causing a stitch to get in without me 

or the thought I had with that stitch escaping. Both are very hard to pin down.  
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Figure 9.  Sacha Barker, Mindfield: The Sewing Seeds (2017) 

Mindfield: The Sewing Seeds (2017) (figure 9) was not conceived with the intention to grow to the 

scale it became. It began as a series of samplers, informed in part by the genre of the embroidery 

sampler and its past.  

Samplers are small textile works that were traditionally made by hand, to demonstrate a specific 

skill or talent in sewing, darning, embroidery, crochet or cross stitch. A sampler can be viewed as a 

reference object linked to its maker. The importance of domestic skills have been traditionally 

impressed upon women from a young age. The handmade objects of craft or domestic labour have 

not been viewed as valuable or relevant to institutional or private collecting. Examining a sampler 

does however provide substantial insight into the past as it is a social and historical reference 

object34.  

In the past, sewing and embroidery were taught to girls in place of literacy. The skill a young 

woman would develop was condensed into and symbolised in the object of the sampler. Samplers 

are highly specific and usually work on a theme such as embroidered floral patterns or tight neat 

lines of text such as biblical verses. They were seen to be evidence of both the physical skill in the 

making but also used to signal the virtue or worth of the maker as obedient, disciplined and good. 

                                                      
34 Ashley E. Remer, "Lesson Object as Object Lesson: The Embroidery Sampler," The Journal of the History of Childhood and Youth 12, no. 3 (2019). 
345. 
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The maker and the made (sampler) together would allow prospective in-laws to see her future as 

an appropriate mother, home-maker or daughter.35 

“While for a wealthy girl, her sampler served as a calling card, a demonstration of her 

worth to suitors, for poor girls it was a resume, proof that she could perform a task to a 

certain standard for wages.” 36 

Girls from a poor background would use their samplers as proof to secure wages in future jobs. 

Proficiency in sewing, mending and embroidery was valuable in a home. For example, many 

households would have a sequence of letters or initials with a unique digit attached. This allowed 

for linens or clothing to be traced to a family37 and allowed for items stolen and recovered or 

misplaced in communal washing situations to be returned.  

Examples of the embroidery sampler are acknowledged in European domestic and fine arts 

spheres. Other accounts from similar contexts and their academic critique is explored in the text 

The Subversive Stitch: Embroidery and the Making of the Feminine (1984)38 by art historian, 

Rozsika Parker. It is an important text, which aided much of my own writing on this point.  

In her essay, The Sovereign Stitch: Re-reading Embroidery as a Critical Feminist-Decolonial Text 

(2021), Ellyn Walker dissects the narrative that was formed when Parker assembled 

historiography: essentially “spanning the past 500 years, which mirrors the timeline of European 

contact and colonization.”39 Walker elaborates on the omissions in the 1984 text, The Subversive 

Stitch: Embroidery and the Making of the Feminine, as a reflection of a “Eurocentric lens 

characteristic of the context of second-wave feminism in which she was writing… (which is) 

important to unsettle because it constructs a record of embroidery that privileges white cultural 

production over all others.”40 

I concur with the position Walker takes in these statements, while also accepting the value in 

Parker’s breaking down of craft/art distinctions and the way she establishes embroidery as a place 

of not only feminine construction but also deconstruction and resistance.41  

                                                      
35 Ibid.  
36 Ibid. 348 
37 Victoria and Albert Museum, “A History of Samplers,” http://www.vam.ac.uk/content/articles/h/a-history-of-samplers/. 
38 Parker, The Subversive Stitch: Embroidery and the Making of the Feminine. 
39 Ellyn Walker, "The Sovereign Stitch: Re-Reading Embroidery as a Critical Feminist-Decolonial Text," in The New Politics of the Handmade: Craft, 
Art and Design, ed. Anthea editor Black and Nicole editor Burisch (Great Britain: Bloomsbury Visual Arts, 2021). 218 
40 Ibid. 
41 Ibid. 
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Walker writes: “The continued use of piercing and knotting techniques in fabric – known also as 

embroidery – has enduring potential as a creative and intensive mode of feminist expression and 

resistance.”42 

Stephanie Sabo has investigated the problematic relationship between contemporary handmade 

textile works and who is benefiting from their making. Her article "Conflict Zones: Labor and 

Cultural Exchange in the Production of Contemporary Art Textile Works." provides examples of 

artworks made by hands other than that of the artist in conflict situations that prohibit them from 

benefiting equally from the authorship, rights and financial rewards of powerful artworks43. 

Neoliberism further complicates such relationships44.  

The separation from process and outcome is something which this thesis seeks to avoid and 

instead celebrate the power in the connection between maker, made and all that are entangled in 

between. 

“As an active material process, embroidery allows for a diversity of perspectives and histories to 

unfold, through a distinct tactile and visual language that operates as a critical text. Embroidery 

conveys the touch and negotiation of hands in motion, and allows space for individual agency, 

processes of undoing, redoing and intimate imagining.”45 

As mentioned previously, Mindfield: The Sewing Seeds (2017) grew from explorations of the textile 

genre of the sampler. Much of the text used in the samplers was taken from pages of my diary:  

I was hesitant with whom or how much to share. While if I said these things out loud, I’d 

feel embarrassed; the text still held a big weight on and with me. I felt this weight even 

when looking at it written down.  

The text is personal and psychological, fully loaded with potential alternate readings. I 

thought showing it to the world made me feel naked. The openness for 

connection/rejection, as well as the time invested, made the process feel very raw. 

However, the meaning of it and even what it was changed when it became whole, and 

then again when it became public.  

                                                      
42 Ibid. 233 
43 Sabo, Stephanie. "Conflict Zones: Labor and Cultural Exchange in the Production of Contemporary Art Textile Works." Journal of Textile Design 
Research and Practice 7, no. 1 (2019/01/02 2019): 104-23. 
44 Ibid. 
45 Ellyn Walker, "The Sovereign Stitch: Re-Reading Embroidery as a Critical Feminist-Decolonial Text," in The New Politics of the Handmade : Craft, 
Art and Design, ed. Anthea editor Black and Nicole editor Burisch (Great Britain: Bloomsbury Visual Arts, 2021). 217 
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From Sampler to Installation 

 

Figure 10. Swirl sampler developed for Mindfield: The Sewing Seeds (2017). 

One of the sampler formats that contributed to the finished Mindfield: The Sewing Seeds 

installation (figure 9) is the swirl sampler (figure 10). It depicts a subject or thought that is 

annoying, traumatic, complex or recurring and without solution using mental processes alone.  

Stitching begins on the outer edge of a shape (a rectangle in figure 10) and works inwards to the 

centre. As each side becomes shorter, so does the available space to negotiate the topic or 

mediate the struggle. Only the words that will be sewn in that sitting are physically evident.  

Due to the time involved in hand stitching, this will unfold over a number of hours, days and 

weeks. A week may only produce a few words. The emotion/comfort of the stitcher will determine 

the neatness and cohesion of the sewn text and the time taken.  

The piece begins to feel as a chore, re-scratching old wounds, remembering rhythmically each 

word and the reason you had for each one, before arriving at the blank space to continue. There is 

an element of endurance to the process, returning to the same position, same tools and location 

to remember again, thread, poke and pull again.  
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Then it becomes a sublimation object. Eventually, the fabric is a metaphorical chest, receiving 

energy while obscuring the process that went into the mark-making. The subject loses power 

during this process, having been strung out and pierced over time. For example, if two to three 

words took one hour to sew, a swirl sampler using the number of words on this page would take 

113 hours to complete. This could represent over nine weeks of communion between maker and 

made. In another sense, over this time, the fabric is the mediator and counsellor between the 

maker and their adversary (the subject). The output is an object, laden with time and meaning 

between maker and made, in which the subject is liquefied (or intensified).  

Designed to Protect 

The installation of Mindfield: The Sewing Seeds was designed to protect the written content in the 

work but still express the inherent labour. The process is very visibly one of hand embroidery that 

conveys time, to-be-deciphered meaning and a sense of magic with all pieces ethereally 

suspended and floating. Fabric should not be floating, and when held up at a point, it should flop. 

The way it hovers, taut and still is a curiosity and anachronism that resists the viewer’s mind’s 

rational expectations. (figure 11) 

 

Figure 11. Detail of Mindfield: The Sewing Seeds (2017) 

Viewers’ expectations and assumptions formed through experience are further challenged by the 

orientation of the text. Half is facing upwards to be read standing up and looking down. The other 

half faces the floor and can only be read from underneath (figure 12). The height and size of the 
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work is in relation to a bed in terms of scale, intimacy and vulnerability. To read half of the text, 

the viewer needs to crawl beneath it and lie on the floor. This requires an active, conscious 

decision if/how to get involved. If yes, the viewer breaks an unspoken taboo about physical 

conduct in the gallery.  

   

Figure 12. Detail of Mindfield: The Sewing Seeds (2017) 

 

Getting on the floor (in nice clothes) and scooting underneath a ‘fragile artwork’, leaves one 

prone, half exposed and with head and heart beneath the sea of text. The audience become 

embodied participants. The viewer must give in to the work and be vulnerable in order to access 

information, as I was vulnerable in sharing it. As the maker, I feel that there is an element of ‘show 

me yours and I’ll show you mine’; equality because we both are exposed.  

Another level of protection was created through how the text was displayed with variations in 

orientation, alignment and spacing. Segments of narrative were deliberately fragmented across 

pieces so that they could not be read easily or sequentially (figure 11). In addition, the sewn 

handwriting is directly copied from diary or notebook entries and as such, reflects individual 

variation.  

Another layer of viewer experience individualisation is gained through their interpretation of the 

words they have read and how they connect with them.  

The intent was for the viewer to actively and intensely engage with the work to create meaning. A 

broad range of vibrant relationships between viewer, maker and made can be appreciated. 
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Expressing Time: Pace and Mark-making  

In this section, the abstraction of linework and engagement with imperfect printing processes are 

discussed in the context of my work in the exhibition – (in)translation (2019) – and installation – 

Self-destructive Secret Keeper (2016-7). 

 

 

(in)translation is a print series exhibited at the Cool Change Contemporary Gallery (Perth, WA) in 

2019. Handwriting was translated into abstract linework. The process involved hand embroidery 

and imperfect print-making.  

The intent was to explore the visual representation of human labour and this process. The reverse 

of hand embroidered fabric is unique to the maker. This is in contrast to machine embroidery, 

which is economical in its usage of thread and emphasises the output on the visible side.  
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When hand embroidering, the path of the thread is dictated by human error, technique, skill and 

the thread and fabric used. Based on these variables, it is possible to have identical images on the 

front, but if sewn by different people, the reverse side would be different each time.  

Hand embroidery leaves a trail on the reverse side of the fabric. The lines are evidence of the 

process taken to make the raised linework on the front. Revealing the reverse of an embroidered 

work shows the other side; the paths taken by the thread in the dark: 

“When a person embroiders, they work, exactly half of the time, in the blind, with the 

needle coming up from the underneath. This continual approximation of space is a training 

in haptics, space according to feel and without visible guidelines to follow. Embroidery 

goes through a surface — and comes back in order to make its mark. The unseen is 

necessary to the mark.”46  

This concept is visible in the process image, enough (2017), which exposes both the front and the 

back of the embroidered fabric simultaneously. LED light was used to shine directly through fabric 

to make visible the hand embroidered word ‘enough’. The photo of the reverse side is flipped so it 

reads left to right again (figure 13). If both sides are not shown at the same time, the text is only 

recognised as linework. 

 

Figure 13. Sacha Barker. enough (fearnet detail), 2017  

 

                                                      
46 Jill Magi, "Stitches in Excess: Embroidery as Model for Social Thought and Art," (Philadelphia, PA: Jacket2 Magazine 2015). 
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An earlier exploration on this theme of abstracted embroidery linework is in the Self-destructive 

Secret Keeper (2016-7) (figure 14). This installation expresses the conflict between wanting to 

know something secret and the knowledge that once known something changes, for better or 

worse. It illustrates how a hunger to know can destroy trust and balance in a relationship.  

The Self-destructive Secret Keeper is a mechanism for ensuring secrets are kept. Text is 

embroidered on tissues and suspended upside down (i.e. not legible) above corrosive liquid via 

discrete threads inside a box. If the lid is lifted (to turn the tissue over to be able to read it), then 

the tissue will fall into the liquid and be destroyed. The installation includes glass jars, copper tape, 

drain cleaner, turpentine, miscellaneous enamels and adhesives. The boxes are labelled with hand 

stamped titles, which are largely illegible. 

 

Figure 14. Sacha Barker, Self-destructive Secret Keeper, 2016-7.  

 

The process of hand embroidering explosive, political or confidential text onto tissues is intense. 

To say the least, it is not easy. It is rage inducing and forces one to be incredibly gentle in the midst 

of impatience, human error and all other resistance (figure 15).  

Once the stitching is complete, the thing loses its power over the maker. While the process was 

cathartic, the secret is now made real as a physical object. The speaker (writer) of the truth is 

vulnerable as both the text and potential human impressions are evident on the tissue as proofs.  
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Figure 15. Sacha Barker, Detail of embroidered tissue linework (reverse) - Self-destructive Secret Keeper, 2016-7 

The installation ensures the secret is kept while maintaining the integrity of the effort that went 

into the labour and endurance inherent in its creation. If the metaphoric and literal lid were to be 

lifted by a curious viewer, the tissue would fall into the corrosive sea within the box and be 

destroyed. The delicate precarious tension whereby the secret is suspended by fine floss over the 

waiting hungry liquid is visible in the light sway of the tissue if the lid is even touched.  

If the tissue were to fall into the liquid, only the black unnatural (synthetic) thread would remain. 

The tissue, the secret and all evidence of the maker (oils, microscopic skin and human tears) would 

be destroyed in the bubbling fizzing of the liquids claiming the intrusion.  

 

(in)translation 

(in)translation involves the medium of hand printmaking, specifically a type of monoprint. In this 

process, embroidered linework is made visible through glass via LED light. A trace is made of this 

linework on the glass using water-based enamel. A piece of printing paper (pre-soaked to promote 

paint adherence) is laid directly on top of the glass and then rolled or pressed by hand using a 

brayer or spoon. The printed linework reflects the process of hand-tracing using a medium that 

emphasises the brush stroke. As shown in figure 16, this imperfect process also obscures parts of 

the original reverse-text. Some of this text was designated to become printed linework but did not 

make it past this step in the process.  
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Figure 16. Sacha Barker, Linework detail, (in)translation series (2019) 

Another method used in creating the (in)translation series was directly tracing reverse embroidery 

onto tracing paper. The layering of lines develops a texture of its own (figure 17). This method 

mimics the raised, tactile sensations of the embroidered original. The reverse of the fabric 

contains loops, bridges and troughs, which are diverse in touch. Being somewhat flattened, their 

experience is more as a whole fused shape — like a character rather than an individual stroke or 

letter. This is a further abstraction or translation from the legible English text on the front of the 

embroidery.  

 

Figure 17. Sacha Barker, Type development - ink and medium on tracing paper. (in)translation series, 2019 
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Somewhat similar to making a potato print, the (in)translation series also employed the method of 

directly incising the linework from recycled foam core.  

A trace is taken over the original embroidered fabric using tracing paper. The text is then cut out 

using a scalpel. This sheet then acts as a stencil to mark the reverse of the embroidery onto 

recycled foam core. The negative space is then incised using a scalpel, or alternatively the positive 

space is incised. Figure 18 shows the variety in these two methods. 

 

Figure 18. Sacha Barker, Alphabets (lower and uppercase) from (in)translation series 2019. 

Foam core used in this process can also be used in a different way — as a printing surface for use 

with block printing medium and a hand roller. The finite lifetime of foam core used in this way 

requires a sensitive and cautious approach to the printing process. Sealed and somewhat gummed 

after use, the foam core itself (figure 19) becomes the imperfect remainder of an imperfect 

printing process.  

 

Figure 19. Foam core as printing surface. (in)translation series 2019 
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These works reflect a desire to explore the visual representation of human labour and these 

processes. As mentioned, hand embroidery takes time. The reverse of hand embroidered fabric is 

unique to the maker. This is in contrast to machine embroidery – which is economical in its usage 

of thread – emphasising the output on the visible side. When hand embroidering, the path of the 

thread is dictated by human error, technique, skill and the thread and fabric used. Based on these 

variables, it is possible to have identical images on the front, but if sewn by different people the 

reverse would be different each time 

 

Figure 20. Sacha Barker, Sample of reverse embroidered linework  

With reference to the works already discussed, it can be argued that textile media has an inherent 

ability (greater than that of concrete, plaster or glass) to connect with the maker in the process. 

Due to the time required for this medium and its flexibility, it is more of a conversation. Tim Ingold 

has described a ‘meshwork of material relations’47 and making tangible the process/history of 

materials in artefacts48. “The properties of materials, then, are not fixed attributes of matter but 

are processual and relational”49.  

                                                      
47 Ingold, Tim. "Writing Texts, Reading Materials. A Response to My Critics." [In English]. Archaeological Dialogues 14, no. 1 (Jun 2007 2010-06-06 
2007): 31-38. 
48 Anusas, Mike, and Tim Ingold. "Designing Environmental Relations: From Opacity to Textility." Design issues 29, no. 4 (2013): 58-69. 
49 Ingold, Tim. "Materials against Materiality." Archaeological dialogues. 14, no. 1 (2007): 1-16. 
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Object-hood/Thing-power 

In this chapter, I discuss the made and its vibrancy, power, thing-liness and object-hood. Vibrant 
Matter celebrates the Agency of non-human elements to enter into assemblages, engage, and 
enact change in the physical social and political space without the dominion of human beings50.  

 

Vibrant Matter – Practical observations  

“Thing-power gestures toward the strange ability of ordinary, man-made items to exceed 

their status as objects and to manifest traces of independence or aliveness, constituting 

the outside of our own experience” Jane Bennet51 

In 2017, I answered a call for a ‘Volunteer Treasure Sorter’ at REmida, a creative re-use centre. 

Since then, my involvement has been as eclectic and dynamic as the place. Depending on the day, 

I could be called an artist in residence, collector, workshop facilitator, guest maker, materials 

processor, educator, administrator or designer. The mission of REmida – rescuing materials from 

industry that would have been destined for landfill and giving them a second life – led me to see 

the links with the scholarship of Jane Bennet. 

Recently, there was a donation of three pallets of shoelaces. I was there for a meeting 

about an upcoming art installation we were to host and a truck arrived that I and six 

others assisted in unloading. These shoelaces are an example of one of the treasure-

materials. They are the strong sort, made for working and came in a variety of colours, 

lengths and thicknesses, all clean and already sorted. As exciting as surprises like this 

are for the Centre, they are unpredictable. You never know what you’ll get next, so you 

can’t be too attached to things when they come in. I had a similar excitement seeing a 

room full of knitting needles and then heat-resistant designer-lamp-shade-fabric later 

that afternoon. 

The role of a treasure sorter at REmida is to sort the materials that come in, put them on the 

shelves and adjust excess in the storeroom; basically to visually-merchandise donations. This 

involves some actions to ensure that they are appropriate for collection such as trimming, sorting, 

cutting into smaller sections, folding, detangling etc. The business runs partially via memberships 

of individuals or organisations like schools, which pay an annual fee and then they can collect as 

                                                      
50 Bennett, Jane. 2010. Vibrant Matter: a political ecology of things (Duke University Press: Durham, NC).  
51 Ibid   
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much and whenever they wish. Some materials are in excess and can be put out in abundance. 

Some are rare and made available in slower phases and in smaller amounts to be shared equally 

by all.  

Another big consideration is to give the materials a second life. This usually involves the extraction 

of references from their previous context. For example: 

Boxes of medical products were on the sorting floor, sealed in cardboard and plastic 

and labelled with official looking stickers, out of place in the collections centre. “What’s 

wrong with these” was my immediate response to seeing them there; something that 

looked like it had never even had its ‘first life’. Surely if they could be useful as medical 

apparatus, they would be used for that right?  

The other materials processor suggested that the water damage evident on the other 

side of the box rendered the contents unsuitable for their original purpose. We shrugged 

and got to work. We were tasked with separating the materials, unwrapping their 

individual plastic bags and removing the enclosed instruction cards. Now revealed as the 

content of the boxes were fully functional brand new IV bags. In my hands, it conveyed a 

convincing sterility, some kind of clinical strength and sense of purpose. There were 

many, many more of this specific object in the boxes, all identical.  

It might be called a one-purpose material, in this case an IV bag, and defined and 

dismissed as that only. However, our mission was to make it more than an IV bag. We 

separated the individual IV bags into its constituent parts for collection. As we did so, it 

became more and more appealing as a variety of different materials (figure 21). 

Ironically, none of these components included the plastic bag, which was subsequently 

recycled.  
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Figure 21.  Sacha Barker, Materials, 2019, REmida Perth 

 

Since this photo (figure 21) was taken, the materials have been placed in different contexts on the 

shelves of REmida. No-one would know their original context unless they have done the 

separating. The materials can be said to be liberated from their original context.  

This illustrates how raw materials are open to new potentialities and existences.  

Another example of materials vibrantly defying their previous contexts are the ‘teeth’ depicted in 

figure 22. They were used in October, 2020 to facilitate a workshop for students building with 

REmida’s rescued materials. I themed these workshops as ‘Monster Park’. This type of material 

was chosen as they looked like apt scary teeth on the rock-monster in figure 22.  

 

Figure 22. Sacha Barker, Rock Monster (2020). REmida, Perth Repurposed cork, shoelaces, plastic and metal components. 
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One father commented on seeing the tooth material laid out on the table, ‘What is that? 

It looks like, I don’t know, the thing’. I launched into an explanation about how diverse the 

donations are at REmida, exemplified by the computer components, corks, pool cover, 

screws, beads, wires etc. on the table. After some time, another few students came in 

with their mothers, who had not heard the previous comments. As we got busy building, 

one of the mothers picked up one of the teeth and said confidently, ‘This is the thing for 

clamping the umbilical cord’, showing her child. Other parents had or hadn’t recognised 

what it had been before, and all were quite surprised at how it had blended in with the 

other materials. In the new context, the umbilical cord clamps were variously interpreted 

as teeth, crocodile skulls and robot legs to name a few. 

This is an example of how different viewers relate to objects based on their experience and degree 

of engagement. It is a real-life example of Bennet’s idea of ‘thing-power’, i.e. the power of all the 

inherent and perhaps obscure potentials of materials. These possible futures are imagined in a 

space where their mattering is removed from their naming. This endows the non-human an 

agency that allows them to become more. It encompasses all the uses/potentials/futures that are 

not visible for a material when it is only seen in its context or ‘right place’ in the human world.52 

Bennet describes in Vibrant Matter, how materials are loaded with the experience of before, their 

other lives. The space in which material is then placed into contains its own experience. Bennet 

cautions against the politics of naming. Such fixed or rigid mastery can lead to blind spots in 

assuming there is not more to know and to be. Imagination/art/fiction can open up wildness 

(something that can’t be held or represented) and acknowledges that thing-power is not available 

to the rational mind.53 Adding further perspective on the vibrancy of matter, Bennet cites Deleuze 

and Guattari: “Active power of things to draw other bodies near and enter into assemblages”.54  

In the introduction of Vibrant Matter, Bennet asserts a distance between ‘vital materialism’ and 

historical descriptions of ‘materialism’. This key difference is the former’s resistance to the 

anthropocentrism inherent in the latter. 55 Humans view other, especially non-living, materials as 

passive and without their own agency. 

                                                      
52 Bennett, Jane. 2010. Vibrant Matter: a political ecology of things (Duke University Press: Durham, NC p 2-17) 
53 Ibid 
54 Bennett, J. (2012). Systems and Things: On Vital Materialism and Object-Oriented Philosophy. The Center for 21st Century Studies Nonhuman 
Turn Conference. Retrieved from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pYxy-MlypUU 
55 Bennett, Jane. 2010. Vibrant Matter: a political ecology of things (Duke University Press: Durham, NC)  
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The text heralds the value in recognising the ‘agentic contributions of non-human forces’ that 

effect and make up nature, our bodies and our artefacts. There is a conscious effort “to counter 

the narcissistic reflex of human language and thought”.56 Bennet further writes: 

“Thing-power gestures toward the strange ability of ordinary, man-made items to exceed 

their status as objects and to manifest traces of independence or aliveness, constituting 

the outside of our own experience...  It hit me then in a visceral way how American 

materialism, which requires buying ever-increasing numbers of products purchased in ever 

shorter cycles, is anti-materiality. The sheer volume of commodities, and the hyper 

consumptive necessity of junking them to make room for new ones, conceals the vitality of 

matter.”57 

Another curious parallel between REmida and Vibrant Matter is that both are reluctant to use the 

word ‘recycling’ for anything meaningful. Both would agree that our present day usage of this 

word assumes that once one has sorted and put out recycling, it is taken by a truck and ‘done’. In 

reality, it stays in one form or another on the planet and continues to be vibrant and matter – 

even if not in our lifetime.  

Planned Obsolescence as a means of increasing consumption in society58 has been accelerating for 

decades. The mass of household waste, personal and industrial, has also been growing. Fashion 

trends and short lifetimes built into manufactured products ensure that this is a continuing trend. 

The relatively low cost of purchasing new items rather than repairing them increases humans’ 

temptation to consume rather than repair. So items are thrown out. However, as mentioned 

previously, they do not disappear. Although there is a chain of dismantling that can occur with 

some goods (e.g. electronics and scrap metal), a large amount of the things thrown out amass in 

landfill. This is not a passive end-state as many items in landfill and even some recycling processes 

generate negative environmental impacts.   

Many human-made materials cannot be re-purposed completely, or at the speed and cost that 

would prove effective in staving off the rubbish problem. Everything made, and which will be 

made, must be considered in this situation. The life of the object and all it contains should be 

imagined beyond our sphere of use with it as humans.  

                                                      
56 Ibid 
57 Ibid 
58 Vance Packard, "The Waste Makers" (1960). 
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Last year, scientists warned that the mass of all human-made objects would overtake the weight 

of all living things on the planet by the end of the year. This includes all human-made materials like 

concrete, plastic, bricks and so on. For the first time in history, this mass will be larger than that of 

all the animals and plants on the planet.59 It is important to stop considering things gone or 

recycling to be done once the bin is collected.   

  

                                                      
59 https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-55239668 – BBC 9/12/2020 

https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-55239668
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The Exchange 

“Corrugated board is a material that understands its mortality, it knows that it’s destined for trash. 

It is bonded to the human experience. They say that 85% of everything on the planet has spent 

part of its life in a cardboard box.” 60 

         

Figure 23. Sacha Barker, ThingShip (2016-ongoing)  

ThingShip is an ongoing artwork that began in 2016 (figure 23). The work references the theory of 

Relational Aesthetics via its display and engagement/s. Nicholas Bourriaud, the French art curator, 

describes Relational Aesthetics as"a set of artistic practices, which take as their theoretical and 

practical point of departure the whole of human relations and their social context."61 

Bourriaud developed a discourse to describe the social elements of artworks. He coined the term 

and theory to both contextualise the shift in art-making in the early 1990s as a whole and in terms 

of individual works. Mark Pennings (2005) explained that “A fundamental proposition in Relational 

Aesthetics is that art is about ‘sets of relations’ rather than objects. Importantly, these sets of 

relations are conceived of as ‘social relations’.”62 In the light of Bennet’s concepts, we can extend 

the ‘sets of relations’ from exclusively human social relationships to also embrace non-human 

(objects) relationships. 

                                                      
60 Interview with James Grashow;  http://cardboarders.com/2012/contemporary-sculpture-james-grashow/ 
61 Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics. P18 
62 Frederick Potgieter, "Critique of Relational Aesthetics and a Post-structural Argument for Thingly Representational Art," Cogent arts & 
humanities 5, no. 1 (2018). 

http://cardboarders.com/2012/contemporary-sculpture-james-grashow/
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The ThingShip 

ThingShip (2016-ongoing)63 is a cardboard constructed vessel for transporting small handheld 

objects across time and space. Constructed delicately from cardboard boxes, the compartments 

are designed to facilitate the swapping of small ‘things’ between people present at different 

landings. For participants to take something from the ThingShip, they must leave something 

behind. A passport log accompanies the ThingShip and lists the places the vessel has landed, but 

contains no details of the histories of the things taken and deposited. 

Due to the deliberately covert construction of the vessel, some compartments are more difficult to 

locate and open than others. This ensures that some of its contents may not be found (or 

exchanged) during each landing. This means that there will be items concealed for multiple stops 

and their origins will be a mystery (figure 24) even when viewing in relation to the ThingShip’s 

passport. 

  

Figure 24. Sacha Barker, ThingShip (2016- ongoing).  Example of false-bottom – this compartment is concealed beneath the base of 

a drawer and can only be opened by releasing the pull-tap of gummed paper tape.  

ThingShip’s high standard of craftsmanship is maintained at each landing. It arrives in a box with 

components clearly labelled and instructions and tools for its unfolding/berthing (figure 25). 

Templates to replace any damaged elements work from an accessible scale: a standard business 

                                                      
63 The ThingShip is an artwork that began in 2016 and underwent further developments involving the construction of ThingShip 2 in 2018 during a 
residency at the Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts (PICA). 
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card (ThingShip 1) or postcard (ThingShip 2) are also included. An indication of the different size of 

the two vessels is shown in figure 26. 

 

Figure 25. ThingShip – Components that enable the ThingShip’s berthing: welcome card, display and repair instructions, installation 

stands, invitations and travel documents (e.g. vessel passport, customs declaration if required) 

 

 

     Figure 26. ThingShip 1 & 2 ready for travel to a new landing 

Before engaging with the ThingShip, guests are asked to consider an object of some significance 

with which they will be willing to part. The size of the offering is important and individual to the 

bearer, it must be concealed within a closed palm. This is for two reasons. Firstly, others will not 

see what is being brought and therefore the person will not feel the need to explain their choice of 

object to anyone else. Secondly, the person might impart some energy/message/emotion/feeling 
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to the object through the physical touch between their palm’s skin and the surface of the object, 

before it is gone. This ‘touched object’ will be ‘retouched’ by the person who then discovers it 

within the vessel in the future.  

  

Figure 27. ThingShip open (from above) 2016, before interactions 

Exchange is the medium of this artwork. The vessel is the method by which relations between 

people are facilitated.  

The importance of the sense of touch cannot be overstated in this piece. The work heralds the 

value of tactile knowing – understanding via embodied experience of one and other whether 

human and/or non-human. It seeks to expand ideas about relational aesthetics as well as the 

movement of bodies (human and non-human) in space.  

The exchange is not enforced. There is no obligation to interact only once, or to leave anything at 

all. In past experiences of sharing via the ThingShip, guests have been generous and careful with 

the vessel and its contents. It is important to note that material promoting the opening of the 

vessel does not feature any depictions of what has been left before. This is to emphasise that the 

value of the object is not prescribed and that the value is in its social/physical/sensual/spiritual 

qualities and not its economic worth. 

Another important feature of the ThingShip is that it does not require the artist to travel with it. 

The system is entirely self-sufficient and does not require supervision (figure 25). In other words, 

the artist must let go of the artwork, for new ‘relational aesthetics’ to happen.  
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The engagement benefits from the distance of maker and object, i.e. individuals exchanging 

objects are not to be intimidated by the presence/awareness of the maker. The work can be 

interpreted as an example of the made standing alone in meeting the audience – a vessel for 

exchange between active participants. 

The important connections facilitated in this artwork are between the people who choose to 

engage/exchange via the ThingShip and the new relationships/connections they have with the 

‘other’ (human and/or non-human). The other must be imagined, e.g. what, who, how, when and 

why. The role of the maker in this situation is only in the initial stages of designing and building in 

anticipation of the exchange.  

The Monument  

“I don’t care about quality, I care about the energy which comes out of an artwork.”64 

“Energy is what we invest in things and people, such as radio shows, newspaper columns, lessons 

and conversations over coffee… It’s present in decisions that take us out of our way and out of our 

depths. It’s present in a work of art… when that work of art offers evidence of the energy, decision 

and consequent thought that went into making it.”65 

Both the Thingship (2016-ongoing) and Hirschhorn’s Gramsci Monument (2013) seek to connect. 

Each facilitates connections between people, across time and place with the intention that 

through this interaction something new can be made or a position shifted.  

                                                      
64 Francesco Bonami, "Thomas Hirschhorn: Energy Yes, Quality No," Flash Art 34 (2001). 
An abbreviation of this quote, “energy yes, quality no” is one of his common slogans-  
Peter Schjeldahl, "House Philosopher.(Thomas Hirschhorn's Gramsci Monument)," The New Yorker 89, no. 22 (2013). 
65This author is paraphrasing a lesson given by Hirschhorn at his Gramsci Monument (2013).  
 Jonathan T.D. Neil, "Dispatches from New York," (Dispatches From New York, 2013). 
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Figure 28. Thomas Hirschhorn, Gramsci Monument (2013), (General view) Forest Houses, Bronx, New York, Photographed by 

Romain Lopez. Courtesy of the artist and Dia Art Foundation, New York.  

 

Antonio Gramsci is an Italian writer and political theorist. He is one of the four philosophers that 

artist Thomas Hirschhorn has commemorated with a monument. Following his monuments to 

Spinoza, Deleuze and Bataille, the Gramsci Monument was constructed in 2013 in the Bronx.  

Gramsci’s writing explored the socio-political control systems on the working class:  

“He believed the subaltern classes needed to assert themselves and be empowered against 

the bourgeois ruling class – accomplishing this not through revolt but through education 

and self-organization – in order to be liberated and create their own working class 

culture.”66 

The work is aptly placed, given that the south Bronx is the poorest congressional district in the 

United States. By placing the monument in this location and contextualising this decision with the 

above quotation, Hirschhorn supported empowerment. 

Hirschhorn – by installing his Gramsci Monument and teaching Gramsci’s philosophies via 

classroom workshops, plays and curated library access – intentionally seeks the kind of reaction 

that perhaps Gramsci was suggesting: an empowered resistance via education and self-

organisation.  

                                                      
66 https://untappedcities.com/2013/07/31/giving-form-or-making-change-thomas-hirschhorn-gramsci-monument-in-the-south-bronx-forest-
houses/ 
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It is important to note that the materials used in the erection of the Gramsci Monument – 

construction materials such as wood, tin and boards – were installed and utilised in a manner that 

did not compromise their integrity as materials. They were assembled in a method both visually 

and practically authentic to their usage. Most importantly, all could be disassembled and donated 

to those in the community for reuse via a raffle (figure 29).  

 
Figure 29. Thomas Hirschorn, Gramsci Monument flyer 2013 

The Gramsci Monument can be interpreted as a relational artwork, championing ‘encounter or 

experience over form’.67 The connections facilitated with this work are all relational elements – 

between the social and political contexts of those experiencing it in 2013, their connections with 

Gramsci’s ideas and the context of those ideas; via also the interaction with the artist and new 

interactions with one another in their community.  

Importantly, the form of the monument was secondary to the goal. The goal can be interpreted as 

promoting the most effective communication and encouragement of community self-organisation 

and empowerment.   

                                                      
67 Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics. 
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Figure 30. Thomas Hirschhorn, Gramsci Monument (2013), photographed by Ismaelly Pena.  

https://untappedcities.com/2013/07/31/giving-form-or-making-change-thomas-hirschhorn-gramsci-monument-in-the-south-

bronx-forest-houses/ 

 
Figure 31. Thomas Hirschhorn, Gramsci Monument (2013), (Gramsci Archive and Library) 

 Forest Houses, Bronx, New York, Photographed by Romain Lopez. Courtesy of the artist and Dia Art Foundation, New York. 

Similarly, the architecture of the Thingship is secondary to its functioning as a literal parcel. In 

transit, ThingShip fits inside the dimensions of a postbox and soundly houses all manner of objects 

for safe travel from landing to landing. This capacity to secure and encase any potential objects is 

key. It is constructed neatly and with a folding system to unfurl from its sturdy box into an 

approachable and enticing display.  

The folding mechanism is outlined in a diagram that illustrates how to perform this transformation 

and how to pack/fold it up at the conclusion of the landing without damaging the ship itself.  

As it is also vital that the vessel enable the exchange of objects, the form is also designed with 

these interactions in mind. Drawers, levers, rope-pulls and knobs are located discretely to allow 

the curious participant to find nooks and crannies that have eluded those before them. Somewhat 
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differently to Hirschhorn’s Gramsci Monument, the social statement of Thingship questions ‘what 

is value?’. Is it purely based on economics or is value about social justice, sentiments and bonds? 

ThingShip is also about the exchange of sentimental and symbolic value rather than monetary. It is 

about making meaningful connection through the barter of things that signify intentions, feelings 

and memories. The vessel’s curation encourages wonder and curiosity. It encourages the 

participant to think more broadly about their touch and concepts of possession; rather than 

thinking only of the economic value of objects. It is implied that the value of objects (and relations 

with them) is emotional, textural and/or aesthetic rather than monetary.  

In palming the object that will be offered to the ThingShip, the participant is embarking on a 

relation between maker and object. Thoughts are had, memoires recalled, new textures 

appreciated. When the time comes to leave this object, the trade is balanced by this intangible 

value, which stems from embodied experience and touch of/with the object.  

The relationships are also playful. Even after engagements with the ThingShip over a number of 

days at a specific landing, someone with a keen eye and brave hand might find a hitherto 

undiscovered hidden compartment, facilitating an exchange of international thing-travels. The 

democracy in this search is designed into the form of the artwork.  
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Context 

The Virus and its effect on exchange 

A virus such as COVID-19 can be seen as having material agency. We have proceeded, to some 

extent, from this human/non-human or subject/object anthropocentric views. This notion may be 

reinforced through the wicked problems we are facing that we cannot control. We are humbled by 

a tiny virus that brought humanity to its knees and halted our social, cultural and economic 

structures. The Virus as a great equaliser of humanity is reminding us of our place as an integral 

part in a complex ecosystem rather than having dominion over it.  

The terminology used to describe the Virus is also of note with respect to Vibrant Matter. It has an 

agency as it spreads, travels and most vitally, is forever changing and adapting. 

This is not the first global pandemic. It is however, the first time it occurs in this age of 

technological connectivity, digital control and vast globalization. Not only did the Virus travel via 

its human hosts to all corners of the globe at great speed, its journey now is broadcasted and 

discussed on global digital and social networks. Daily updates of the spread are constant, as are 

the associated narratives, whether fact-based, fictional or even conspiratorial.  

Symptom infographics and Virus KPIs are well-rooted in our zeitgeist, e.g. our incessantly reading 

updated charts showing new case numbers, rate of testing, vaccination and number of people 

dead or in hospital or in ICU...   

All these elements contribute to the collective trauma of our encounter with COVID-19 and the 

changing way we think about an unseen danger and each other – individual versus collective 

responsibility and duty of care.   

This context also serves as an example of how social media can impact the reality of an individual. 

Many algorithms work to enforce an echo chamber, a hall of reflections. In a lockdown, the 

isolation of an individual online is amplified as there are no longer other people, physical 

interactions and exposures to diverse outside content that may break up this spiral and foster 

critical thinking.  

The digital as opposed to the physical realm has put a strain on the notion of trust as it is 

intangible and not located within a physical space. 
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Digital age/Post truth 

The context of my work is ideal for the facilitation of art to become a conduit to rebuild 

relationships of trust between humans and their environment. I suggest that a new appreciation 

of handmade/human-made low impact construction and materials is necessary and beneficial in 

contemporary digital68 society.  

Honesty and authenticity are increasingly challenged in this socio-political climate, which is 

exceedingly based on mass manufacturing processes, digital communication (and surveillance) 

technologies and over-consumption. Post truth is a symptom accompanying the general erosion of 

trust fed by the murky authenticity inherent in many digital media and systems.  

The Echo Chamber 

Every day we contribute to a digital footprint that converts individuals into data. This data is 

extremely useful in the information economy69 for everything from targeted advertising to 

insurance exclusions. A person’s digital footprint is also instrumental in constructing the echo 

chamber that is the seeming reality of all social or individual interactions online. The echo 

chamber that is constructed by search algorithms feeds back the content that is most likely to 

keep an individual online. Never-ending newsfeeds and ritualistic and compulsive scrolling when 

interacting with digital media fosters searching. This behaviour once benignly referred to as 

surfing has become obsessive and malignant as one hunts for ‘the’ truth.  

Advanced digital technologies have the ability to create realities that look and feel real, although 

they are not necessarily so. The ability to fake a reality via Deep Fake is only one example. 

The digital space/environment we create and inhabit is now a part of our reality, with its own 

alternate representations, meanings and events to those physically around us. We can grow apart 

easily, because despite shared physical spaces and experiences, our differing online realities 

contribute to our ability or inability to connect.  

Where, when and how we spend time digitally directly influences the quality of experiences in 

shared physical reality. This manifests in representations of ‘other’ (e.g. people, places and things 

that we have not been acquainted with before) being foreshadowed by their characterisation, 

                                                      
68 Bentkowska-Kafel, Anna, Trish Cashen, and Hazel Gardiner. Computers and the History of Art a Subject in Transition. Digital Art History; V.1. 
Bristol ;: Intellect, 2005. 
Gumbrecht, Hans Ulrich, and Michael J. Marrinan. Mapping Benjamin: The Work of Art in the Digital Age. Stanford University Press, 2003. 
Johannssen, Dennis. "Miniaturization: Reading Benjamin in the Digital Age." MLN 133, no. 3 (2018): 637-53. 
69 "The World's Most Valuable Resource; Regulating the Data Economy," The Economist, 2017 May 06 2017; Kalev Leetaru, "What Does It Mean for 
Social Media Platforms to "Sell" Our Data?," Forbes  (2018). 
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representation or definitions experienced first online. The colouring of situations, events, ideas 

and facts affects not only our reception and interactions with all those things external to me/us 

but also the way we believe others see us/them.  

A distrust of institutions is one of the key components contributing to Post truth. Post truth: 

Knowledge as a Power Game traces back the roots of the concept of ‘post truth’ and links it to 

such recent examples as Brexit and Donald Trump’s election.70 In Australia, recent examples 

undermining community confidence and trust include Royal Commissions into Institutional Child 

Sexual Abuse, Banking and Aged Care. 

There are also several issues associated with the use of digital technologies that pertain to 

authenticity. These include mistrust of experts (e.g. climate change, vaccinations), imbalance of 

powers in the virtual world (e.g. data ownership, privacy and integrity), technological literacy and 

access.   

Post Truth 

Post Truth was defined by the Oxford Dictionary (and declared to be the 2016 Word of the Year): 

“relating to or denoting circumstances in which objective facts are less influential in shaping public 

opinion than appeals to emotion and personal belief.” 71 

"The greatest menace to progress is not ignorance, but the illusion of knowledge."72 

Timothy Snyder in his essay The American Abyss (2021) powerfully links the post truth situation 

with the reception of Donald Trump, ‘our post-truth president’:  

“When we give up on truth, we concede power to those with the wealth and charisma to create 

spectacle in its place… Without agreement about some basic facts, citizens cannot form the civil 

society that would allow them to defend themselves. If we lose the institutions that produce facts 

that are pertinent to us, then we tend to wallow in attractive abstractions and fictions. Truth 

defends itself particularly poorly when there is not very much of it around, and the era of Trump – 

like the era of Vladimir Putin in Russia – is one of the decline of local news. Social media is no 

substitute: It supercharges the mental habits by which we seek emotional stimulation and 

comfort, which means losing the distinction between what feels true and what actually is true.”73 

                                                      
70 Steve Fuller, Post-Truth Knowledge as a Power Game, Key Issues in Modern Sociology (London: Anthem Press, 2018). 
71 https://languages.oup.com/word-of-the-year/2016/ 
72 Daniel J. Boorstin quoted in; Krucoff By Carol, "The 6 O'clock Scholar: Librarian of Congress Daniel Boorstin and His Love Affair with Books the 
Discoverer and His Books Daniel Boorstin," The Washington post  (1984). 
73 Timothy Snyder, "The American Abyss," N.Y. Times  (2021). 
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The Oxford Dictionary definition from 2016 and that elaborated by Snyder both share a distinction 

between a ‘shared’ idea of fact or truth and that which an individual holds, based on their 

personal belief and emotional position on a subject. It is important to note that this first instance, 

of a universal truth, something that can be proven and accepted in the wider community is the 

foundation of a shared reality, and as Snyder highlights ‘This is key to a civil society’.74 

Before ‘post-truth’ was the word of 2016, Liesbet van Zoonen defines her term, ‘I-pistemology’: 

“to capture a contemporary cultural process in which people from all walks of life have come to 

suspect the knowledge coming from official institutions and experts, and have replaced it with the 

truth coming from their own individual experience and opinions”.75 

By the nature of emotions’ ability to shift personal belief and the subjective nature of all things 

people can believe in, it is understandable that an individual can exist in not one of these 

viewpoints, but many. The erosion of an un-arguable, concrete reality, combined with the vast 

elements that can influence one’s emotional reactions to new ideas or perspectives means that 

the concept of reality is changed.  

Rather than existing in one universal reality and believing in one set of religious, social, political, 

economic and other truths, in actuality, there is a multiplicity of realities and beliefs in smaller 

groups. 76  

Facts matter… “They have to matter, because if we don’t agree on shared facts, then we don’t 

have a shared reality, and if we don’t have a shared reality, then what are we doing? We will not 

be able to relate to each other as a human species. I mean, I think that’s what makes us unique as 

humans, is that we are capable of having a shared reality, and be able to build up our community 

in that way and to solve problems through that very basic construct.”77 

Tangible and hand-made objects can be seen as a way to share more concrete realities in a shared 

physical space. People experiencing tangible experience together, such as in an art installation, 

looking at objects made by other humans allows for a re-negotiation of shared trust through a 

shared experience. 

                                                      
74 K. M. McKinley, "Higgins, E.: Tory. Shared Reality: What Makes Us Strong and Tears Us Apart," (American Library Association CHOICE, 2019). 
75 Van Zoonen, Liesbet. "I-Pistemology: Changing Truth Claims in Popular and Political Culture." European journal of communication (London) 27, 
no. 1 (2012): 56-67. 
76 For example, in a close relationship the creation of a shared reality; Maya Rossignac-Milon and E. Tory Higgins, "Epistemic Companions: Shared 

Reality Development in Close Relationships," Current Opinion in Psychology 23 (2018). 
77 https://www.abc.net.au/qanda/2020-02-11/12821740 

https://www.abc.net.au/qanda/2020-02-11/12821740
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The Digital Age  

Post Truth and the Digital Age is the context in which my artworks are positioned. They are a 

response to the fragmentation of identity and seek to provide a nexus for the shift in 

representations of others, especially those that are unknown, anonymous or excluded.  

When an individual’s reputation or representation/s precede them in a digital and social space, 

the potentials for conflict are magnified. For some, the anonymity can provide a place that will 

allow them to feel freedom from definitions and anxieties around identity; thereby facilitating an 

(arguably utopian) space of open communication, reception and tolerance.  

The other ‘reality’ is that society at large is still coming to terms with how this wealth of 

communication data matters to corporations and governments. Fundamentally, the space in 

which this freedom is felt is most commonly regulated and curated by businesses, whose loyalty is 

to shareholders.78 Individuals’ online information and digital performance on social media 

platforms has been revealed as a source of profit and control. This now constitutes the ‘new data 

economy’ in which our interactions are literally the most valuable resource on the planet.79 

A return to the tactile, handmade, handheld and physical represents a method for successfully 

navigating the landscape of contemporary art in the contexts discussed. The artworks I have made 

in response celebrate and or regain* yesterday’s tangible methods of actively connecting to other 

humans as well as the non-human environment. 

*Re-gaining connection occurs in two dimensions:  

I. Emotionally – the physical feelings of belonging in space shared with those in 

proximity and the environment; and   

II. Environmentally – the respect/reverence that we had with both human-made 

‘things’ and earthly ‘things’ before our relationship with them was mediated via 

mass-production and over-consumption bound up in economic global narratives 

rather than small, lived and local.  

The ThingShip, described earlier, is an artwork that contains only objects that can be handheld. 

Without pretext, prescribed meaning or value, all objects within are open to be interpreted by the 

                                                      
78 Leetaru, "What Does It Mean for Social Media Platforms to "Sell" Our Data?." 
79 "The World's Most Valuable Resource; Regulating the Data Economy." 
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next participant that holds them. A concrete tangible object, it exists as a blank slate for the 

other80 to be sought out, discussed, imagined, validated, coveted or ignored. 

Significantly, handheld objects have a potential to re-connect us as material beings. By touching 

and leaving material traces on objects, we are making tangible connections and meanings among 

each other in a physical place. It is an all-sensory experience, which is not mediated by mass 

production machines or digital devices. It is happening here, now and in place. 

Objects that have been hand-held, that have spent a duration or quality of time with a body can 

be imbued with a familiar sensation of touch or presence. In a way, something that is already 

made (e.g. a rag-doll or small wooden carving) changes via each intra-action81 it has, violent, 

loving or otherwise. A dog may have chewed it. It may smell of perfume. The wear and erosion of 

many hands passing around the object leave impressions and/or grit on the thing. It becomes 

more than the thing as it suggests connections not only to the maker of the object but the hands 

across whose journey it was shaped by and with.  

“Matter feels, converses, suffers, desires, yearns and remembers.”82 

  

                                                      
80 ‘the other’ meaning that which is not known – person, situation, representation. (Whichever is evoked to/with the object and its relation to/with 
the new context it is felt within/with. 
81 Barad, Karen. "Diffracting Diffraction: Cutting Together-Apart." Parallax (Leeds, England) 20, no. 3 (2014): 168-87. 
82 Karan Barad is interviewed and quoted in I. van der Tuin and R. Dolphijn, New Materialism: Interviews & Cartographies (2012). 
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SpiderWoman Series – Time and space specificity 

“The physical and virtual worlds are always with us, singing a siren song of connection, distraction, 

and options. We rarely are completely present in one moment or for one another.”83 

“Even the most perfect reproduction of a work of art is lacking in one element: its presence in time 

and space, its unique essence at the place where it happens to be.”84 

The effect of time and place on the content of my work is best expressed in the SpiderWoman 

Series (SWS) (2018 - ongoing). This installation was uniquely created in three locations – (SWS 1) 

WorryWeb, PICA (2018), (SWS 2) FearNet, ALVA Hub (2018) and (SWS 3) Heathcote, The Fear, 

Heathcote Museum and Gallery (2019). 

The SpiderWoman Series is an ongoing iterative web of text. The handwritten fears of anonymous 

strangers are shared on pieces of paper, embroidered in their handwriting on strips of calico and 

assembled democratically in a web reflecting the time and place of which they were shared. The 

work resists digital manipulation and anarchistic interventions. 

At each location, a submission box (crafted by the artist) is placed to invite passers-by to 

anonymously write down their fears. They are not aware that their fear will form part of a 

collective expression of fears unique to that location and time.  

The first submission box for WorryWeb, PICA (2018) was made from cardboard (figure 32). It was 

placed discretely within the gallery lobby and due to the interior location, it didn’t need to be 

weatherproof or secure from vandalism. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

                                                      
83 Maggie Jackson, Distracted: The Erosion of Attention and the Coming Dark Age (Amherst, N.Y: Prometheus Books, 2008). P63 
84 Benjamin, Illuminations. P220. 

Figure 32. Submission box - WorryWeb, PICA (2018), SWS1 – cardboard, recycled paper, repurposed brown paper tape 
and pen/s 
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For SWS 2 and 3, FearNet, ALVA Hub (2018) and Heathcote, The Fear, Heathcote Museum and 

Gallery (2019), the box (figures 33 and 34) was made from stainless steel and positioned outdoors 

overnight and for months at a time with minor maintenance needed (e.g. sharpening/replacing  

pencils, refilling papers as needed, collecting fears and polishing the box). 

 

In most cases, a person’s handwriting is distinguishable and unique (figure 35), especially when 

collected en masse and displayed as a group. All voices appear equal and any ‘spamming’ of 

multiple texts from the same author is evident. This is not the case online because there it is easier 

to mask your identity and even assume multiple hidden personas. 

By removing representation of anything other than handwriting and fear, it may be easier to feel 

compassion and empathy with others. This is because the barriers and social or cultural biases are 

taken away, and the viewer can dedicate reflective time and engagement with the work. It exists 

as a physical artistic object open to public interpretations. Additionally, the process of its making 

requires physical engagement and investment from both maker (facilitator), participants (the 

people who wrote their fears and worries that were transformed into the artwork web) and 

viewers of the finished web/s (figures 36, 37 and 38).  

Figure 33 (above left). SWS 2&3. Submission box in-situ – 
hand-engraved ‘Share Your Fear’ invitation detail 

Figure 34 (above). SWS 3. Submission box in-situ at 
Heathcote (2019) – pieces of paper showing participants 
handwritten fear are placed anonymously in the slot 
below the paper stack 

Figure 35 (above left). Samples of handwritten submissions now embroidered onto calico strips 
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Figure 36. SWS1 WorryWeb (PICA, 2018) – This photo provides an indication of the initial installation process. 

 
Figure 37. SWS2 FearNet (ALVA Hub, 2018) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 38. SWS3 Heathcote, The Fear (Heathcote Museum and Gallery, 2019) 
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For viewers of the web/s to fully engage with the work, they must see the work from many angles 

(figure 39) as the texts are rotated and have multiple three dimensional alignments. With 

Mindfield: The Sewing Seeds (2017), viewers also had to actively engage to view (e.g. lie on the 

floor under the artwork) and decipher the embroidered handwritten text. Also like Mindfield: The 

Sewing Seeds (2017), the SpiderWoman Series was designed to protect the vulnerability of the 

writer (participant who contributed their fear). 

 

Figure 39. SWS2&3 – Photos illustrate how viewers must physically engage with the webs from multiple perspectives. 

The web could be seen as a trap, constructed with and by the materials (embroidered fears) and 

myself as spider/web-maker. Viewers may engage with individual fears and relate. 

The trap functioned to protect itself and the dignity of those who had shared fears by forcing an 

attentive but sombre space in which to connect with each other/themselves.  

Rather than being fixed from day one of the exhibition, each web in the SpiderWoman Series grew 

as new fears were collected, embroidered and joined the web (figure 40). 

 

Figure 40. SWS3 Growth of the web over time 

Another dynamic aspect of the work is its iterative nature. This is accomplished by including 

preceding webs in subsequent webs. This is achieved by including an ‘egg’ made from the 

wrapped submissions of previous webs. The wrapped egg/s are suspended within the structure.  
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In this way, an individual installation can be re-presented to different audience while maintaining 

the secrecy of the previous submissions.  

 

Figure 41. SWS2 & 3 showing the suspended egg/s containing previous web/s 

 

Figure 42. Spiderwoman Series – sealed submissions (2018- ongoing) in FAM 2019 hand embroidered calico strips, pins and 

upholstery thread. Photographed by Nick Mahony. 

 

Designed to protect 

The process of wrapping the eggs is time intensive and a process of sombre ritual, one of many 

ritualistic elements in the installation to be described following. The emotions aroused during the 

project are being wrapped, sealed in. 
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It’s my last chance as the maker to read all the submissions before potentially never 

seeing them again. I’m nailing the book closed. 

I’m alone sitting on the floor of the Heathcote Museum and Gallery in Applecross. It’s the 

week of install for the next exhibition and my web sits in piles on the floor and on top of 

a trolley, already untethered from the gallery’s ceiling and walls. As the space is closed 

today and the curators are setting up the next exhibition down the hall, you’ll find me 

cross-legged in the permanent collection room, next to the closed gallery-shop.  

Sitting on the floor, I begin by snipping each twisting and turning, untangling them free 

until all the pieces lay flat and side by side like a giant brick wall across the floor (figure 

43). Now nearly out of space for myself, I’m tucked in tightly with all of the fears I’ve 

collected and embroidered for the better part of a year. Next to me is a pile of pins and 

some used suspension threads coiled at my side.  

 

Figure 43. SWS3 – Detail of dismantled web 

As I wrap the strips and secure them with pins, the ball in my hands grows larger. There’s 

a lot of stretching and movement as some pieces are very, very long. Other shorter 

pieces are tucked in together to add strength.  

Some of the text hits you in the guts, because now in this space you can see another 

reading of the words, another meaning. I am struck with guilt that I didn’t read it that way 

before; ashamed it was in my work and I didn’t even understand all of its significance. 

The room gets bigger as the rows of fears gets shorter, which means that every now 

and then I must scoot forward to get closer. The pins are hard to get in now and there 
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are blisters pulsing on my fingers as I push them in with force now. Still it grows. The 

weight of the thing and duration of the process is making me aware of all the muscles in 

my body. It symbolizes all the time I’ve spent performing other rituals of the work, the 

collecting, embroidering and securing. Everything we’ve (the maker and the made) done 

together is poured into these moments, wrapping. 

I am comforted that this egg will form the beginning of a new interaction, a new web. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 44. Stills from wrapping process and image of three completed ‘eggs’ from the each of the three SpiderWoman webs 
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Mapping – Space & Time 

“The map is open and connectable in all of its dimensions; it is detachable, reversible and 

susceptible to constant modification. It can be torn, reversed, adapted to any kind of mounting, 

reworked by an individual, group, or social formation. It can be drawn on a wall, conceived of as a 

work of art, constructed as a political action or as a meditation. Perhaps one of the most 

important characteristics of the rhizome is that it always has multiple entryways.”85 

“When a person embroiders, they work, exactly half of the time, in the blind, with the needle 

coming up from the underneath. This continual approximation of space is a training in haptics, 

space according to feel and without visible guidelines to follow. Embroidery goes through a 

surface—and comes back in order to make its mark. The unseen is necessary to the mark.”86 

The above quotations, by Deleuze & Guattari and Jill Magi were both in my mind while developing 

the work that came to be There’s a saying among prospectors… This work is a large-scale vertically 

hung embroidery, measuring fifty centimetres across and three metres tall. The size of the work 

was to suit the standard dimensions for the exhibition, Hanging by A Thread87, curated by Belinda 

Kay at the Holmes �́�𝑎 Court Gallery in 2020.  

A visit to Lake Ballard, a large salt lake outside of Menzies, had been planned and I was invited. To 

foster creative experimentation the group would be led by my art mentor and friend and include 

multi-disciplinary peers. In particular, I was interested in gathering inspiration for my entry to the 

Hanging by A Thread exhibition during the trip.   

An idea was to take a piece of fabric to Menzies, a remote Western Australian town, and work 

into/from the fabric using materials and mark-making suggested to me by the site.  

While planning for the trip, I came across stacks of old mining maps. The top map on the stack was 

that of Menzies and featured Lake Ballard. This was a coincidence I could not ignore. The first 

planning meeting was only a few days before and I still had these names swimming in 

and out of my mind, Menzies, Ballard. Then here they were with me in the flesh! Both of 

us in a new place, the names calling out to me and reaching up off the table. 

                                                      
85 Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus : Capitalism and Schizophrenia / Gilles Deleuze, Felix Guattari; Trans. And Foreword by 
Brian Massumi (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1987). 
86 Magi, "Stitches in Excess: Embroidery as Model for Social Thought and Art." 
87 Hanging By A Thread is The Western Australian Fibre and Textile Association (WAFTA)’s Members Exhibition for 2020.  
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I collected the maps and kept them with the fabric I had measured out to work with on the lake. 

My mind raced with imagining how it would feel to explore this amazing place and even meet 

some of the people of Menzies that have been immortalized in Anthony Gormley’s, Inside 

Australia (figure 45). 

 

Figure 45.  Photograph of Lake Ballard featuring one of the 51 figures that make up Inside Australia by Anthony Gormley – The 

figures reference actual residents of Menzies at the time.  

From aerial photographs (figure 46), I was dazzled by the scale of the lake and the richness of the 

colours of the earth and salt. The expanse appeared endless

.  

Figure 46. Google maps satellite imagery of Lake Ballard, the square in the left image is magnified in the right image.  Notice how 

these images take on a textural, liquid aesthetic that resists scaling.  

Due to the regional travel restrictions of April 2020, I had to make the work to be about 

adventure, exploration and mining without travelling at all. My experience of the space 

was solely via the sheets of maps and the stories told to me by my mentor who had 

spent much of his life as a prospector in Western Australia.  

Coincidentally, my partner now works in mining. It is about this time last year that I was 

settling into lockdown and trying to wrap my head around these concepts and another 
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kind of isolation. Now, most of the time our relationship exists over phone calls. The 

places he goes to changes frequently, too often for me to gain any meaningful 

understanding or connection to place. The source of my firsthand information is as it 

was last year; oral histories. I find these to be the most vivid kind, realities that unfold in 

your mind as you listen. Over the phone, narratives and descriptions become places you 

can climb into and feel connected with… to then be connected to others.  

The stories that help build these visions are abundant and interesting. As they are told to 

me one-to-one, they are curated in their delivery and reception. It is however impossible 

to rationalise scale and distance with places that change constantly. They’re also 

warped, like a phone call describing an aeroplane flight after the fact. You pick up 

impressions of distance from how tired they sound or from delirious/excited gushing 

about vastness or radiating heat. 

As a result, I am aware the ‘maps’ I would draw from these second-hand adventures 

may be factually incorrect. The spaces I made in my mind during lockdown talking to a 

very generous prospector informed the layering of my found maps and their distortions 

in this work.  

As I now have more intimate yet remote experience of mining, the connections between 

how and when the work was made are emerging to me. I believe the map may not be 

finished until more stories are heard. The map should never be finished.  

The Found Maps 

From the old maps, my understanding of space was limited and patchy. Some maps were 

incomplete and outdated. Technologies and the measurement system had changed in the time 

since they were made. Mineral leases would have changed, new roads built and tighter, neater 

methods of data collection would be available.  

The ink has bled on some linework in the maps. Carbon paper seems stretched or uneven and the 

fingerprints of the linework would be far sharper and legible on screen. The names of some places 

have changed, returned to the names used by Indigenous Australians before the invasion. These 
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maps were made by the colonisers without the input or acknowledgement of the First Nations 

People to whom this land always was and always will be88.  

The work I made (described later in this chapter) is an exploration of mapping and presents an 

alternative map. Like the physical maps from the 1950s and earlier, this map serves little practical 

purpose for place-staking or sense-making in physical space today. The relationships between 

geography, meaning, history and culture are disconnected in these maps. They only tell one story, 

one that is from a time when the institutions writing history did not listen to those who were 

already there - the people who have a lived and living experience with the land and a deep 

connection to it. It is now known that the custodians of this land (Indigenous Australian People) 

have the oldest living culture on Earth. Their connection to the land now known as Australia dates 

back as far as 65,000 years.89  

Old maps of this kind are like using a very narrow and reductionist lens, one that when you hold 

up to look through it, everything else deemed unimportant is obscured or removed. They serve 

the purpose of honing in on one element of interest, for example a mineral. They allow a viewer to 

make invisible many, many other elements or perspectives. For obvious reasons stated here, a 

single old map (or any one map) cannot be the best source of history on a place. Despite these 

flaws, old maps also contain charm and a kind of truth. 

A map made today will be stripped of all the beauty of old maps, the workmanship that 

goes into them, their unique qualities and quirks. I appreciate them as original 

handmade objects and the journeys that would have been taken to make them. There’s 

also the smell of old maps and the feel and sound of unrolling them. One must actively 

engage to access the knowledge within - finding weights to hold the edges down. Care 

must be taken in rolling them up again because protecting them means protecting 

different awarenesses of the world.  

There is a physical and static beauty to paper maps that is not possessed by satellite navigation 

and the digital ability to zoom in or out. To appreciate scale and distance on a paper map, one 

must seek to translate the concepts into something tangible and relatable. There is much less 

                                                      
88  Phrase ‘Always was, always will be, Aboriginal land’ is accredited to William Bates in 1983. Bates, a Barkandji land and legal rights activist, was 
the leader of a campaign that successfully resulted in the first National park in NSW to be returned to Traditional Owners.  
https://australian.museum/learn/first-nations/always-will-be-aboriginal-land/ 
89 Chris Clarkson et al., "Human Occupation of Northern Australia by 65,000 Years Ago," Nature 547 (2017). And Nano Nagle et al., "Aboriginal 
Australian Mitochondrial Genome Variation – an Increased Understanding of Population Antiquity and Diversity," Scientific Reports 7, no. 1 (2017). 

https://australian.museum/learn/first-nations/always-will-be-aboriginal-land/
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work involved with digital maps and the connections of scale and distance cannot be appreciated 

as vividly as for example:  

With a particularly large map found, to understand the scale, I worked out that 

my height would be represented on the map by the width of a freckle. The 

distance I could travel by foot was as far as the white of my fingernail.  

Tangible relations like this are not as easily born from online map work. Working to translate the 

map linework to fabric was also an embodied exercise of experiencing and knowing.  

Much of this work was developed on a journey of problem solving while seeking advice from 

people who had answers to the questions that these two materials invoked in me. Necessity is the 

mother of invention and COVID/lockdown made it necessary for me to learn with my hands and 

seek answers where I could reach them. I did not, and still don’t know the number of maps that 

exist, or if they can be easily reproduced. Due to their age and as a sign of respect to the inherent 

labour, I did not want to destroy them during the process. I was determined not to cut, fold, tear 

or mark them in any way.  

This was a challenge because the table in my unit was only so big and there were a lot 

of maps… all different sizes, some landscape, some portrait, some on paper that was 

sturdy, some on tracing paper, acetate, photo film, carbon copy paper or what felt like 

fragile tissue paper. I rigged up my glass coffee table to work as a light table to aid 

tracing as I had done for the (in)translation series (2019).   

Sitting on the floor and working around the edges of the table, I carefully bit by bit 

copied out sections of the maps onto the fabric. It was vital to take frequent pauses to 

relocate the starting point as the fabric begins to sort of walk with your hand shimmying 

across the table.  

It was important to me that the copied sections remained true to their original so that someone 

who knew of the place via landmarks or geographical forms could identify the location. Most 

originals had a handwritten label piece from the maps collection that said the region in bold, some 

also had titles. The radio-magnetic maps did not have titles or text other than handwritten region 

names. I made the choice to not include region names as it would make the work too easy to 

‘know’, and gave too much prevalence to the written text.90  

                                                      
90 The repeated ‘well’ numbers across the Canning stock route is included as it exposes the reality of the abuse that was inflicted on the people 
who lived there in order for it to become. 
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Mapmaking 

Mapmaking is essentially a symbolic expression of our connection to the physical world. 

“Mapmaking, at its core, is a form of attention. Can digital maps counterbalance our relentless 

mobility and reconnect us to the earth and to our bodily selves?” 91  

No. I argue that digital maps cannot reconnect us to the earth or our bodily selves.  

The speed and oversimplification involved with GPS navigation does very little to foster connection 

with the land or those with whom we share it. The modern GPS car navigation interface does not 

even privilege the traveller with a bird’s eye view, which would show valuable information about 

the surrounding area they are moving through.  

The view of surrounding areas that is provided by GPS is one of exclusion and hierarchy. The tiered 

structure is decided by an independent entity, likely beholden to shareholders or the goals of a 

parent company. These decisions are made virtually, without embodied, lived knowledge of the 

area. At worst, suggested places to stop at may be calculated via an algorithm, or worse yet, paid 

to be included/privileged in the hierarchy of the digital map.  

Hypothetically, if we had access to carefully considered human-made maps (in an ideal situation) 

drawn by those who have relevant knowledge, cultural awareness and investment in the 

community’s future, using one GPS screen by comparison would feel like having horse blinkers on. 

There is more visceral trust and connection to and with a handmade map. 

The rapid growth and expansion of transport in 1913, specifically the train, inspired French poet 

Blaise Cendrars to describe, "The world is stretched and folds out and squeezes shut like an 

accordion tortured by some sadistic hand.”92  This line, referencing the warping of time/space that 

can accompany periods of dramatic change in society can also be visualised as a connection 

between maps and a context of this thesis - post truth.  

 

 

 

                                                      
91 Jackson, Distracted : The Erosion of Attention and the Coming Dark Age. p117 JACKSON 
92 The text appears in a collaboration with artist Sonia Delaunay-Terk and  “the first simultaneous book.”  ;  
La Prose du Transsibérien et de la Petite Jehanne de France (Prose of the Trans-Siberian and of Little Joan of France) 1913 Translation; ibid WL2 
https://www.moma.org/collection/works/273447 

https://www.moma.org/collection/works/273447
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There’s a saying among prospectors… 

  

Figure 47. There’s a saying among prospectors…(2020) install photograph and close-up 

The found maps were translated and merged by layering multiple maps at different scales, 

presented intertwined on front and back. The colours reference the tones of the original maps. A 

variety of threads were used to echo the linework, typography or penmanship in the original 

maps. These include merino (100% and blended), bamboo, cotton, linen and wool. The choices 

were made to mirror characteristics such as the bleeding of ink, fuzziness of a copy or graph and 

the boldness of line (figure 47).  

The variety of threads add a sense of physical topography (figure 48) to the molten map. The 

reverse is not recognisable as a map. Instead it re/collects the texture of keloid scarring on skin or 

crushed velvet. The referencing of one to another via texture is an abstract connection - a sense 

memory. 

The connection between fabric and skin is imbedded in the material history of textile art and 

making. There is a desire in seeing ridges and troughs in fabric to touch them, see if they feel the 

way they look. It is almost a compulsion to feel to know or feel for the sake of feeling. 
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Figure 48. There’s a saying among prospectors…(2020) Detail evidencing topography of embroidered linework 

Contour lines signifying differences in height/elevation are made tangible and visible through the 

dimensional nature of embroidery with different thread weight, thickness and stitching. They also 

help to evidence the sensuous texture of geographical maps: landscape and skin are drawn 

together by and with the maker and the made.   
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Objects that resist objectification/classification  

The objects discussed in this chapter were born out of functionality while making Mindfield. They 

were created to be used as weights for the individual embroidered pieces, so they remained in the 

same place while being stitched to the ceiling. Hours were spread across days threading needles, 

securing them to the netting above and then stitching through the calico embroideries below. This 

process was regulated by tension: flicking the string like a fisherman does, gingerly to sense if 

there’s something on the other end. It involved a calloused but extremely sensitive first knuckle 

and heart manoeuvre. 

   

            Figure 49. Minefield suspension details 2017-8 

The rocks ensure that the pieces won’t stray from their mooring - swing slightly if anything is 

touched.  

Of course, if any of this process was done incorrectly, you’d not know until the moment the 

interim installation tables are removed from below the work. This is when the suspended pieces 

would be either horizontal as intended or vertical if not diagonal.  

Why the rocks 

The balancing weights had to be something I wasn’t going to just pick up absent mindedly. I raided 

the install trolley. There were hammers, pliers, boxes of pins, scissors – all great weights and sizes 

to secure big sections of the fabric at once. However they would have left marks.  

I had some wishing stones and glass beads, some other coloured rocks and margins/pieces of cut-

off fabric and coloured glass. These random things could have been thrown away – but they 

happened to be in one of the tool bags I’d brought to install, underneath all the other things I 

might maybe need.  
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The beads/rocks and marbles were perfect. The coolness of glass was a welcome addition because 

the mixture I’d coated the sheets in got curly when heated. They were also an appropriate weight 

and size because of the many suspension strings to navigate through to reach the centre of the 

table. The only problem was that they could roll if you bumped the table. Also one or two marbles 

weren’t enough for some sections. The solution was clear. I took some of my suspension threads, 

wrapped the rocks/beads/marbles in pieces of cut-off fabric and secured them with stitches, lest 

they escape (figure 50).  

Using them later that night during the install, they worked perfectly. They served the function 

better than I could have hoped. I made more to use for the remaining pieces to be suspended. I 

kept them and they were invaluable each time I installed Mindfield.  

 

Figure 50. Suspension detail – Mindfield: the Sewing Seeds (2017) photographed in the Cullity Gallery.  

Someone watching me stringing the work, suspending the embroideries on the table approached 

and picked up one of the rocks and fingered the stitching on it:  

‘What’s this thing, is it part of it?’ he said gesturing to my artwork that at that stage looked 

like a rainstorm of black thread from the ceiling, obscuring the steel suspension wires and 

bird netting above. Who knows what he thought it would become… ‘Oh no’ I said as I 

glanced up distracted. ‘It’s like a suspension tool, very special actually.’ He looked again at 

the stitching of the weight rock in his hand and said: ‘These marks are very angry actually.’ 

‘Quite neurotic’ is something they’ve also been called.  

I didn’t see it then but I can identify ‘neurotic’ stitches now. They served a purpose in my 

mind – containing, hiding, safekeeping, securing and masking the cliché craft materials 

that were then inside (figure 51).  
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Figure 51. Samples of rock stitching detail (2020) 

Stitches, especially the surgical kind, suggest reparation – healing/mending.  

If human and object are on equal fields, interchangeable then mending is akin to resuscitation, 

resurrection. This is an anthropocentric analogy. The object is revived to further serve the human’s 

needs.  

Reparation, anxiety and paranoia are all important elements of process that are conveyed in each 

rock. By assessing one, its weight, embellishments or appearance, its age, staining or feeling, it 

gives a shadow of the material within that disguised thing and also a relationship to the person 

who made it. 

As well as with Mindfield, the rocks were an integral collaborator in the installation of the 

SpiderWoman Series. 

Hanging a rock at each end of the installation space meant that the individual strings were more 

visible. This was important to know where they were in SpiderWoman Series installations because 

I was climbing through strings on a ladder. The weights also made a clinking sound on the ladder if 

it rolled into them – alerting me to strings that would have become tangled if I had pushed 

through them.  
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In addition to bringing visibility to the string-material during installation, they also weighted 

sections of web that otherwise wandered into illegible bunches. In this installation, unlike 

Mindfield the rocks stayed in the artwork.  

 

Figure 52. Detail of SWS3 (2018) showing integral suspended rock 

They instilled alertness in the viewer passing below so as not to be hit by one. They are delicate 

and small, which calls the eye to their construction and the detail of the hand-sewn overstitched 

or evenly spaced linework. They remind the viewer that the work is made by hands (figure 52).   

The rocks performed as discrete sensors – alerting the viewer inside the web that they are there in 

the space of an imaginary spider, watched. Contrastingly, the sameness of hand sewing is 

approachable, safe.  

Passing too closely to a suspended object, brushing it with the shoulder rattles the entire 

structure, alerting all other readers. Their heads snap to find the one who caused the disruption, 

who is red-faced or confused as they might not even have known they bumped it.  

The rocks force an embodied awareness (Where am I? Where do I begin or end? How much space 

am I taking up? Should I be here?) of being a voyeur vulnerable in a safe but constructed space. 

These relations were enriched by the maker’s collaborative approach to problem-solving, working 

with, not around materials.  
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Hanging by A Thread Exhibition – the rocks appear again 

 

. 

Pieces in this work are made with the intention to pour the emotional content of one notion into 

each one. They represent numbered days where some days are harder than others. Some are 

heavy and sit balanced atop each other on the surface – heavy – I had to roll them in with a carry-

on suitcase. Others are weightless, they will blow with the breeze if a door is opened suddenly. 

They sway slightly if you breathe too closely to them. The work makes the viewer aware of their 

body in space. 

The objects and their contents are geographically and culturally linked to the maker’s time and 

space then - a 5km radius of her home. Each rock varied in its contents (e.g. gravel, recycled 

fabrics, cardboard, pebbles, foam, wool, pool cover, sand and limestone); influenced by what I 

already had or what I could attain then and there. Each component contributed to the aesthetic 

and emotional weight of the individual piece.  All of which collaborated in the construction of a 

whole. 
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Untitled (Rocks) 

This work involves the incorporation of all previous rock/stone/weight/objects and additional 

pieces to emphasise the following concepts.   

Aspects of new materialist philosophy are conveyed by empowering humble materials beyond 

their typical utility. They also resist the human tendency to rigidly categorise objects without 

engagement. The rocks are in themselves empowered to evade definition and defiantly convey 

diversity.  

Untitled (Rocks) troubles questions of materiality and challenges the senses by presenting 

unexpected variation, contradictions and complexity. They contain an ambiguity that sneaks away 

from summary or mastery. Resistance to stationary definitions or categorisations defies the 

discourse of colonial, anthropocentric and elitist hierarchies. 
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The Made in Transit 

It has never escaped me that as a 21st century artist, I will not always be physically with my work 

as it is presented. Many group, juried or even solo exhibitions are held across the world without 

the artist physically being there. Canvases, sculptures, installations, components of media great 

and small have always been packaged carefully via different methods suited to the individual 

vulnerabilities. They travel when the maker cannot for reasons such as other commitments, 

economic restrictions and environmental concern93.  

In the last two years, while many nations have shut their gates to overseas travellers and limited 

movement in public spaces due to COVID, a number of exhibitions forged on. More works were 

packed and sent and exhibitions were posted online via new documentation methods borrowed 

from the real estate industry. With physical home opens halted, they developed dollhouse-like 

virtual home opens that allowed the user to drag and drop themselves into a space and see at 

remarkable detail the home as if one were there, albeit with many sensory opportunities 

removed, e.g. smell and touch.  

You could wander through strangers’ homes with uncanny, voyeuristic-rich details. Being at home 

on a computer meant you were not subject to the realtor’s eyes on your back, the rush and 

competition of other interested parties behind you wanting to see the room too (without you in 

it). At home, all of this is removed and there is peace to indulge and explore, however without the 

vibrance of tangible connection.  

The changed situation has been incorporated into my practice as a maker. Before, I would have 

said that I had to travel with my work to any potential exhibition in which I was involved. I justified 

this to myself by referencing the technicality and time involved in complex install pieces like 

Mindfield, The Spiderwoman Series and Some Days are Harder than Others (install photographs in 

appendix). I believe now that this belief was also driven by a stubborn desire to be their 

chaperone, to monitor their interactions with the public. Were they both behaving as I intended? 

Were they vulnerable? Was I?  

My first experience of allowing my makings to travel interstate without me was in October 2020. 

They arrived and I know this because I organised tracking of their perhaps overly wrapped and 

                                                      
93 (such as not wishing to travel by air due to CO2 emissions from the once heaving global movement situation) 
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secured journey. The tracking felt like a safety net for me. I regularly checked their 

progress in transit and watched them nearing their destination. 

To this day, I still don’t know their placement within the exhibition floorplan. However, I know 

they were there because I saw one in the background of a photograph posted on Instagram. I 

caught another one in the exhibition’s promotional video but I couldn’t see details of surrounding 

artworks. I would have liked to know and still wonder how they fit in. 

I trusted the works to go, and they made it. They came back too, whole and healthy.  

Emboldened by this, in March 2021, I posted two textile works to the Ukraine for the Scythia 

International Biennial of Micro-textiles. Tracking was more costly this time, but I indulged once 

again. They have arrived safely and the exhibition is going ahead with art works from 38 countries. 

The rest of the pieces’ journey is unknown, but I trust them and they are big enough. 

Similarly, the process of online applications, curating our made things as makers for someone else 

to view via a screen or other representation is a difficult one. It’s hard to frame a thing that you 

know intimately, physically and in a sensory way to someone who will only be able to take it in, to 

pass judgement, remotely.  

It involves trying to present the object in its best light by itself (without me) within a tight set of 

constraints. I try to capture the time and energy we spent together as maker and made. How can I 

freeze the smell of the materials and communicate the geographic importance of forms or 

relevance to community when embraced? How do I convey in just a photograph and title the 

contagious feelings in a crowd when people interact with the thing – their tension, drama, 

itchiness, embarrassment, curiosity, delight or alienation?  

How can you fit (in the allowed number of pixels/jpegs/mp4s) the process of your relationship and 

who you each are now, maker and made?  
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Conclusion 

My thesis and creative work is a weaving together that describes a multi-dimensional spectrum of 

divergent narratives, which includes new materialist philosophy and empowerment of things.94 

The intricacies of social relations95 and embodied encounters in art96 are other relevant 

perspectives explored. 

This interrogation occurs alongside analysis of context, including characteristics of the digital, 

hyper connected yet lonely space97 in which we find ourselves. Our reliance on technology and 

blind over-confidence in the benevolence of its institutions98 has led to a precarious dependency. 

The volume of time spent online allows new potential realities in which the symptoms of post 

truth can emerge and flourish unhindered by contrasting perspectives99.  

My own creative practice exists in the realm of the tangible alongside the disjointed multi-

perspective hyper connected digital world we inhabit. My artworks create shapes in which to 

contextualise and antagonise the concepts discussed.  

Meaning can be made in the mirroring or channelling of responses in society or in unexpected 

outcomes that become visible in works including Mindfield, SpiderWoman Series and ThingShip. 

These works are affected by their social relations once installed and directly collaborate with their 

specific time and space via materiality and conceptual techniques. 

The mapmaking practices in There’s a saying among prospectors… are an example of my artistic 

intervention to evade the static nature of a single-minded historical perspective. At the same time, 

they are contrary to current mapping practices and aesthetics, which I see as equally corruptible 

and harbouring a cold one dimensional physicality. I seek to celebrate the different voices and 

textures of the past, while building something new and inclusive. 

The Untitled rockworks were born from a process of problem-solving and interaction with 

materials during installation. They have grown to become a vibrant example of thing-power and 

                                                      
94 Bennett, Jane. 2010. Vibrant matter: a political ecology of things (Duke University Press: Durham, NC).   
95 Bourriaud, Nicolas. Relational Aesthetics. Collection Documents Sur L{146}Art. English ed. ed. France]: Les presses du réel, 2002. 
96 Jones, Amelia. "Encountering: The Conceptual Body, or a Theory of When, Where, and How Art "Means"." TDR: The Drama Review 62, no. 3 

(2018): 12-34. 
97 Turkle, Sherry. Alone Together : Why We Expect More from Technology and Less from Each Other. New York: Basic Books, 2011. 
98 "The World's Most Valuable Resource; Regulating the Data Economy." 
99 Fuller, Steve. Post-Truth Knowledge as a Power Game. Key Issues in Modern Sociology. London: Anthem Press, 2018. 
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their playful resistance of mastery. Each object is unique, internally and externally, because each 

one is a sublimation of its time, place and mattering. 

The installation of these objects together creates a suggestion of a vastness, repetition, sameness 

and mass production but it is much more. The uniqueness that they represent is a device of 

engagement with the viewer, which insists and demands the hearing of all perspectives. The 

device requires the viewer to have embodied awareness in space and a mindful connection to 

their tangible environment in order to gain knowledge from any individual object. Together they 

form a metaphoric body100 of covert work-ings who resist objectification or classification.  

Similarly, when installed, they convey the adventure of shifting sands and weightlessness that can 

define digital experience. Their lightness can suggest a rudderless roaming, untethered from 

connection to the land. With the viewer’s presence in their space, they react, resist and perform, 

contrary to our expectation of the mass produced. 

I suggest an attention should be paid to handmade objects that by their making are connected to 

time and place. These things contain a power to interconnect people, places and contexts in a 

tangible embodied way. This encourages a questioning of our relationships with non-living 

materials and our futures with them. “We require each other in unexpected collaborations and 

combinations… We become with each other or not at all.”101  

In writing this conclusion, I was drawn to my own history and continuing journey as a maker: 

I have spent many hours with my father (who is also a creative) witnessing and 

absorbing his making, in words, wood, rope, paint and all manner of found material. My 

memories are tangible, including repairing an old wooden sailboat by the river.  

From early on, my Dad saw that I’d become a maker. Together, we built toys and made 

castles, cubbies... He supported my questioning and curious nature, of living in the thing I 

was making, which later influenced the creation of the SpiderWoman Series.  

While I liked painting, I didn’t like getting paint on me. If I got upset, my father told me 

“Wear your paint with pride”. It’s stuck with me ever since, but I haven’t always taken the 

same meaning from it.  

Now I see a new interpretation: A trace of the made on the maker, a marker on Barker.  

                                                      
100 The exhibition maker/made that accompanies this thesis is photographed in appendices.  
101 Donna Jeanne Haraway, Staying with the Trouble : Making Kin in the Chthulucene, Experimental Futures: Technological Lives, Scientific Arts, 
Anthropological Voices (Durham: Duke University Press, 2016). Page 4. 
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There is a contagion between us two, maker and made.  

We are connected by our process:  

As I press the needle through the fabric, it resists. There is tension that pushes the needle back 

into my thumb or fingertip. Underneath, my legs are stippled with scratches from the needle 

escaping after being pushed through.  

We are both marked now. As I keep making, the blood may sneak in. There may be a tiny splotch 

that is licked clean if I catch it in time. If not, it spreads unevenly like ink over a tiny weave.  

We are connected, stained together, flesh and fabric.  

There are other impressions of our labour, creases, wrinkles and sweat… Embodied making… 

Making that changes both parties, neither are immune to impact.  

There is a vibrancy to the practice and process that results in conception.  

The maker and the made: vibrant relationships in the digital age. 
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Appendices  

Three Words an Hour (2016) 

This works title refers to the time in realising this work. It took one hour to stitch-out three words. 

The beginning and ending are obscured from being read by viewers via discrete pins placed 

amongst the text.  

The process of concealing essential parts of the narrative was partially to expose the process of 

hand embroidery – its complexity and chaotic structure and the density of linework and meaning. 

A reading of the text had it not been folded would have risked being too literal, it may have 

become too simple and the sense of desire to touch and turn the fabric installation would have 

been dampened. 
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Mindfield: The Sewing Seeds Installation Images at Cullity Gallery (2017) and Perth 

Institute of Contemporary Art (2018)  
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SpiderWoman Series Process Images 

 

 
 The  
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Rock Census 2019 Images 
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maker/made Exhibition                                         July 15-20 2021. UWA School of Design G22  

 

This exhibition comprised: 

I. SpiderWoman Series submission boxes and bound eggs  containing fears from previous 

three webs 

II. (in)translation prints (3) 

III. There’s a Saying Among Prospectors… 

IV. Coda 

 

       

SpiderWoman Series – Submission boxes 

2018 - Cardboard, brown paper tape, embroidered calico, black threads, recycled paper and pencil  

2019 – ongoing - Stainless steel box, hose clamp and wire rope, pencil and paper  
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Image above left: (in)translation – Capital Type (SB’17)a – c    2019 Block print on Canson JA 

Image above right: SpiderWoman Series – Eggs    2018 – ongoing – Bound hand embroidered text using black thread 
on calico, pins, needles and assorted threads 

 

     

There’s a saying among prospectors… 2020    Calico, cotton and woollen threads plus mining maps c.1950-1998 
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Coda 2021 Various weighted items bound with assorted fabrics and threads 

 

    

 

Coda is referred to in the thesis as ‘untitled rock works’ and discussed in the chapter Objects that 
resist classification. This piece is an installation, which was unable to be named until it was first 
installed in its entirety – it did not have form or shape until after the installation process (as this 
process is largely intuitive, and in response to each component, which numbered well over 1,000). 
The work is impacted by factors such as the length of interval installing, the weight of each rock 
and the strain of this weight on the maker’s muscles, the climate in the gallery, the weight 
tolerance of each ceiling panel, the ladders used and on which days, the installation tools used 
that were handy (a tin of baked beans is the height from the top ‘pool’ of rocks on the floor) and 
so on.   

Each factor such as these discussed above influenced the form of the overall installation and 
therefore could not be explained, summarised or given a final title until it was experienced as a 
whole. As such, at the time of writing the bulk of the thesis, Coda was simply referred to as the 
collective – untitled rock works and was discussed conceptually and with background provided on 
its becoming. 
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